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Government under mounting pressure to protect old-growth forests

by Jan McMurray
The BC NDP government is under
fire for dragging its feet on protecting
old-growth forests.
Rallies outside Minister of Forests
Katrine Conroy’s constituency office in
Castlegar attracted about 150 protestors
on May 31 and about 70 protestors on
May 25, standing in solidarity with the
people defending old-growth forest at
the Fairy Creek blockade on Vancouver
Island.
At the May 31 event, protestors
marched from Conroy’s office to
City Hall, and many sat in the middle
of the main street as an act of civil
disobedience. Four people who were
determined to stay on the road until
Minister Conroy declared an end to
old-growth logging were arrested by
the Castlegar RCMP, who said they had
contacted Conroy’s office and learned
that the BC government would not be
ending old-growth logging at this time.
The four people arrested, including a
14-year-old Nelson high school student,
were released an hour later.
These Castlegar events were
organized by Extinction Rebellion,
Fridays for Future youth and Stop
Ecocide Canada.
However, there are signs the
government may be getting ready to make
a move. A government announcement
was expected on Tuesday, June 1 (the
day after this issue of the Valley Voice
went to press) “about plans to update and
modernize forest policy and legislation
in British Columbia.”

In mid-May, a Ministry of Forests
spokesperson told the Valley Voice:
“We know, and we’ve said clearly,
that the status quo on old growth isn’t
acceptable. We inherited a patchwork of
measures on old growth and we know we
need a comprehensive strategy to move
forward. That’s why we committed to
doing things differently to protect vital
old-growth stands while supporting
workers and communities.”
It’s been one year since the
government received a report called ‘A
New Future for Old Forests’ from the
Old-Growth Strategic Review Panel
(Gary Merkel and Al Gorley), and seven
months since Premier Horgan promised
to implement all the recommendations
from the report. At this point, many
environmental organizations and
members of the public are getting
impatient.
“More than one year after the
BC government received the
recommendations, old-growth
logging continues unabated, almost
all at-risk old-growth forest remains
without protection, and the provincial
government has moved to increase the
number of cutting permits compared to
last year,” states a May 19 press release
from the Sierra Club.
The Wilderness Committee says
there has been a 43% increase in oldgrowth logging in the 12 months since
the government received the report. The
organization used publicly available
data to map cutblock approvals within
old-growth forests between April 30,

2020, when the government received
the panel’s report, and April 30, 2021.
The spokesperson for the Ministry
of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development
(FLNRORD) says the ministry
believes there are significant gaps in
the Wilderness Committee’s analysis.
“The biggest gap is that the analysis did
not use a consistent definition of old
growth,” the spokesperson said. “This
disagreement on the definition of old
growth is something we are working
with environmental advocates to fix. The
truth is that we have protected hundreds
of thousands of hectares of old growth
and are working to protect more.”
Recommendation 6 in the oldgrowth report was to defer development
in old forests where ecosystems are

at very high and near-term risk of
irreversible biodiversity loss. The
recommendation was to do this within
six months.
Forests Minister Katrine Conroy
deferred logging in nine areas containing
about 196,000 hectares of old-growth
in September last year. However,
environmental groups say that very
few of these areas contained productive
old growth forests, or they were not
immediately threatened by logging.
The ministry spokesperson said
these initial nine deferral areas were areas
where conflicts had occurred in the past.
He said the Province engaged directly
with First Nations who have territory in
these areas. “We are exploring further
deferral areas through engagement with
Indigenous Nations, and in alignment

with the old-growth report,” he said.
The ministry spokesperson
reminded that the report also
recommends engaging with Nations on
deferrals, minimizing and mitigating
the impacts of deferrals, and targeting
areas that are at risk. “This is what
we are doing, but some groups refuse
to recognize engagement of this scale
and scope, particularly in the midst of a
global pandemic, takes time.”
Recently, Veridian Ecological
Consultants out of Nelson completed
a mapping project to identify the
at-risk old-growth forests that are
recommended for logging deferrals in
the old-growth report. A document on
the Veridian website says the intent of
the project is “to kickstart the urgent
conversation about old forest deferrals.”

About 300 people marched to Minister of Forests Katrine Conroy’s office in Castlegar on May 31 to stand in solidarity with the defenders of old-growth forests at the Fairy Creek
blockade on Vancouver Island. A rally the week before at Conroy’s office brought out about 70 people. The protests were organized by Fridays For Future, Extinction Rebellion
and Stop Ecocide Canada. The crowds included grandparents, mothers and babies, youth, health care workers, forestry workers and many other concerned citizens.
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Nakusp Citizens of the Year announced
submitted
Zac Wethal, Jay-Dell Mah and
Oriah Leeson have been chosen
as Nakusp’s Citizens of the Year.
Zac will receive the Citizen of
the Year Award, Jay the Lifetime
Achievement Award, and Oriah the
Youth Achievement Award.
“We’re pleased to announce
this year’s recipients,” says Dan
Nicholson of the Rotary Club, which
sponsors the event. “As always,
the selection committee had some
hard decisions to make, but they’ve
done a stellar job. To all those who
nominated others – please resubmit

next year.”
Zac Wethal is an active member
of Nakusp Minor Hockey, serving
as referee-in-chief and coach. He
organizes the annual Falcon’s Cup
tournament, which raises money for
youth hockey programs. He has also
coordinated the spring and summer
softball leagues, supported youth
baseball, and been president of the
local slo-pitch league. As a Village
employee in the parks and recreation
department, he works hard to keep
Nakusp looking good.
“He has made and continues to
make significant contributions to
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the welfare of our community,” his
nominator says. “His involvement
and contributions to various
endeavours have enhanced the
quality of life in Nakusp.”
Jay-Dell Mah “is a great
ambassador for Nakusp,” says
one of his nominators. “He is an
expert in baseball and keeps the
community informed on our local
teams as well as on Minor Hockey
news. He informs us on Village
council meetings and all progress in

the Village. His posts on Facebook
are enjoyed by all and are most
informative and often amusing,
too.”
Another of Jay’s nominators
described him as “so friendly” and
“very attentive to all people and all
things. Everyone loves him!”
Oriah Leeson is president
of the Interact Club, Fair Trade
Committee, and SAFE Club (Sexual
Advocacy for Everyone), and is
a member of student council. She

volunteers for PALS and at many
community events. She is a coach
for the youth soccer program, and
is on the soccer, basketball, ski and
mountain bike teams at the school.
You’ll see Oriah and her mother
busking at the farmers’ market and
other locations this summer.
The Nakusp Rotary Club is
planning an awards ceremony to
honour these exceptional citizens
in the coming months. Watch for
details.

Zac Wethal has been named 2020 Nakusp
Citizen of the Year

Jay-Dell Mah will receive the 2020
Lifetime Achievement Award

Oriah Leeson will receive the 2020 Youth
Achievement Award

submitted
Historians, researchers and news
junkies alike will now have access
to a complete run of the Valley Voice
newspaper online, thanks to a recently
completed project by the Arrow Lakes
Historical Society.
Last June, the society’s archive
technician, Kyle Kusch, undertook
the task of digitizing all issues of the
29-year-old paper not already online.
The paper is available digitally from
2005 to today at valleyvoice.ca,
but the first 12 years have not been
available online until now.
It took eight months to scan, crop
and painstakingly stitch together
PDFs of the first 346 issues of the
Valley Voice from the first edition
(December 11, 1992) to the last
undigitized (June 8, 2005). But now
the collection is available to read, for
free, through the society’s page on

the UBC Okanagan Library website
(bcrdh.ca) or the digital archive at
arcabc.ca.
Each issue has been made
machine-readable to ensure that it is
fully searchable online.
Other ALHS material can be
accessed by visiting https://bcrdh.ca/
islandora/object/alhs:root.
The project was made possible by
a grant from the 2020-21 BC History
Digitization Program, sponsored by
UBC’s Irving K. Barber Learning
Centre.
The historical society thanks the
Valley Voice publishers “for giving us
the idea, and the permission to carry
out this project on their behalf.”
The society would also like to
acknowledge the ongoing support
of the Columbia Basin Trust, which
allowed it to buy a wide-format
scanner in 2018 to do projects like this.

SHELLEY BORTNICK,
MSW, RSW
Individual, couple and
family therapist
30 years experience

Offers counselling services involving
mental health (depression, anxiety,
etc.), addictions, grief and loss,
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call

250-265-3397

Valley Voice early editions now online

Ralph Hall

August 22, 1935 –
May 2, 2021

It is with great sorrow we said
goodbye to our Husband, Father,
Grandfather, and Great Grandfather,
Ralph Hall. Ralph passed away May
2, 2021, surrounded by his family,
after a lengthy struggle with his
health and will be greatly missed
for his sense of humor, his beautiful
singing voice and his many varied
interests. Ralph was born August
22nd, 1935 in Peterborough Ontario.
He loved fishing, western movies, hunting, and panning for gold. He was
a hard-working man always building something new and beautiful, or
tinkering in his shop with something. He had many creations, some no
one else can work. His Celebration of life will be held July 24th outside
at his and his wife Mary’s home in Fauquier, BC. Ralph is survived by his
wife Mary Hall, children; John Hall, Ken Hall, Rick Hall, Keith Horning,
Jordan Horning, Lois Hall, Sylvia Montgomery and many grandchildren
and great grandchildren. His mischievous smile and that twinkle in his
eye when he was up to something will be greatly missed.
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Scenic, tranquil Offensive letter
New Denver
should have
The logging on Idaho Peak is leaving
a scarred scenic view of New Denver and been edited
surrounding area for decades to come.
It doesn’t matter whether it’s on private
or Crown land, this kind of logging is
short-sighted, unsustainable and in my
opinion it’s criminal and stealing from
future generations.
Mike Simpson
New Denver

Twilight Zone

“Doo doo doo doo… the twilight
zone. You’re about to enter a dimension
of sight and sound.” This was the lead-in
to the old show, The Twilight Zone. At
times it’s like I’m in the twilight zone
while working on the computer. It won’t
let me out and the more things I touch,
the more I’m sucked into it. If you don’t
know how to do certain things on it or
if you touch the wrong thing, it can be
very frustrating.
Ron Heppner
Edgewood

Al Muckle’s letter in the May 20
edition was very offensive and should
have been edited by the Valley Voice.
Shame, shame on both of you. I am
referring specifically to Mr. Muckle’s
scurrilous and potentially libelous
criticism of Canada’s Public Health
Officer, Dr. Teresa Tam. He criticizes
her by implying she is like Mengele.
For those who have forgotten or don’t
know who Josef Mengele was, let me tell
you. He was a Nazi doctor at Auschwitz
who experimented by operating on
people without the use of anaesthetics.
He particularly preferred using identical
twin children, and was called ‘The Angel
of Death.’
Once again, to reiterate, shame on
Mr. Muckle for saying this and shame
on the Valley Voice for not removing
Mengele’s name. Freedom of speech
has its limits.
Peter Martyn
Nelson

Against paving
Kaslo Back Road Independence
I would like to add my voice to the for the west
growing list of people who are opposed
to the future planned paving of the Back
Road aka Kaslo South Rd.
We have lived on Carol Street, just
off the Back Road, for 27 years. Talking
with many of the residents who live on or
use this road, a common theme comes up
– namely the relative quiet and serenity
that a gravel road provides.
Paving this road will change this
dramatically. Speed and usage will
increase. Accidents and incidents will
occur more frequently.
There seems to be no good reason
for this project to go ahead. The vast
majority of people living on this road are
against it. Surely there are other roads in
the area that could use paving.
A hard NO to the paving plan.
Marty Lynch
Kaslo

I have voted in 54 federal elections,
and my vote hasn’t ever counted because
the outcome has been decided by the
time Ontario finishes voting. It’s time
either the western provinces got together
to form our own country, or the people
in BC should vote to form our own
country. Just think of the benefits: all
those millions of dollars we send out east
every year in transfer payments would be
used here to improve the education of BC
students, improve housing and provide
better health care. And to top it off, we
would have someone in control who
holds our interests first and foremost,
instead of using us as a cash cow for
the east. Western Canada cannot afford
to have prime ministers like Trudeau,
whose main interest is the eastern vote.
Phil Trotter
Kaslo

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY

The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers.
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be
edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include your
address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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KASLO HOTEL IS OPEN –

Now open from 11:30 am Wednesday to Sunday, CLOSED
Monday & Tuesday. Ask about our Happy Hour Specials.
www.kaslohotel.com 250-353-7714

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

Nectar is food
for the gods

Where did this saying come from?
Based on current experience in this
spiritual war, people who are spiritually
abusive can and have dived into nature on
a molecular level. The intent is to control,
manipulate, and hide the outcome of
their actions. I have described spiritually
abusive people in my new book, titled
It’s Greek to me and more. In nature,
we can visibly witness changes in our
environment that can be attributed to their
actions. However, in our fairy tales, myths,
legends and artwork, their actions are often
hidden within the story and we are led
to believe their actions are holy. In these
stories, we will hear of personification
within nature and animals. This is a clue
that ‘people’ are diving into nature in a
way we would not imagine is possible. In
recent work showing at the Langham by
Kristy Gordon titled ‘Planetary,’ you can
see the personification within flowers and
animals. Although it is not stated outright, I
speculate the entire piece is demonstrating
what is happening spiritually to us, nature
and ultimately our entire planet. For more
information on this spiritual war, visit me at
the upcoming Saturday Markets in Kaslo.
Tamara Balla
Kaslo

Open letter to
John Horgan and
Katrine Conroy

The facts about the importance of
old growth (wild) ecosystems, and the
matured forest corridors connecting
them are well known. They are publicly
known to you, and they have in the past
been acknowledged by you.
The costs of ‘harvesting’ old
growth areas and the matured forest
corridors connecting them are yet to
be fully determined. That is unfortunate
insofar as these as-yet undocumented
costs are being ignored.
The revenues from such
‘harvesting’ are not generally known
– not all of them. And only a small
proportion of these current revenues
trickle down to local labourers or as
government revenues. That proportion
is surely less than the future ecological
and social and tourism costs of losing
these resources.
Please, get real. Stop all logging in
BC old growth and the mature corridors
around it. An increasing proportion of
the next electorate will thank you if
you do what is needed. And whether
they appear to do so or not, if you do
what is needed, you will have done
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what you previously swore to do for
the province as a whole – an honourable
legacy to have.
J. B. Gilmore
Kaslo

Open letter to
officials re: paving
Kaslo Back Road

I live on my farm at the south end
of the Back Road. I have lived here
for 60 years. I remember when the
Back Road was not a through road.
At that time, it was actually part of
our property (and parts of the road
may still be).
I am writing on behalf of the
wildlife that lives on my land. Have
you ever experienced the sight of
95 elk in your backyard? Or bears,
deer, owls and eagles? People park
at the end of my meadow and watch
all of these magnificent animals on
a regular basis. Once that road is
paved, the animals will disappear.
Can you imagine once the Back Road
is paved and adjoining Highway 31?
Motorists will be ripping through
there without any thought or care for
the wildlife.
Why are you doing this? Please
do not pave the Back Road. Perhaps
a compromise could be reached
where you only pave the north
section to the Weintz property. Or, if
you have to get rid of some asphalt
maybe you could gift it to the Village
of Kaslo and they could pave the
garbage dump road. I understand
it is in a terrible state and would be
appreciated by many, unlike this
proposed paving.
Please reconsider your decision
to pave the Back Road.
Irma Aldinger
Kaslo
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Save Box
Mountain

As you are aware, NACFOR and
Interfor are attempting to selectively log
a very large portion of Box Mountain.
This cutblock will encompass the
whole lower portion of Box Mountain
from Box Lake to Hwy 6 south of
Nakusp. Just unit six is to supply
NACFOR with 450 truckloads of
wood. We have no estimate for unit
seven, which appears to have a similar
size but is in Interfor’s hands as yet.
To do such a project with seven
kilometres of roadbuilding and at least
two landings and three road crossings
of the drainage above my property,
which has no alternate water supply, is
irresponsible and a direct threat to my
well-being and that of my neighbours.
All the property owners on our road,
Kangaroo Trail, have agreed that we
will oppose private access being given
to NACFOR/Interfor. Our group,
Protectors of Box Mountain Watershed,
will oppose the official community plan
of the neighbouring town, Nakusp.
They own NACFOR.
This plan has negative
consequences for the environment,
tourism, water supply, temperature
regulation, wildlife and the peaceful
enjoyment of our properties. The
government is a part of this plan
and Katrine Conroy is aware of the
revenue that could be generated for
the government – of that you can rest
assured. What she cannot do is separate
the NDP from the Liberal government
of Gordon Campbell and Richard
Coleman. There are no free elections,
no democratic options in a one-party
system under a perpetual state of
emergency, and the powers over public
lands given to Registered Professional
Foresters is beyond inappropriate. BC
needs tenure reform and a repeal of
the Forests and Range Practices Act.
Canada doesn’t grow bananas; why are
we becoming a banana republic run by
money and paid intellectual thugs? Oh,
and let us not gloss over the fact that
during this pandemic, our freedoms and
equality have been speedily removed.
Beware. Organize and inform
yourselves. Help reason prevail against
these chaotic plans based on fear of
wildfire and enormous profit for the
few. Help us save Box Mountain
watershed and the water for Crescent
Bay residents, including those who live
under unit seven.
Craig Schroff
Crescent Bay

Somewhere,
over the rainbow

Dispassionate to the point of cruelty,
making distinctions on the basis of
arbitrary rules, can the ones who live
this way be a part of a humanities vision?
The answer depends on the context in
the world of humans. No one has the
right to pass judgement on another’s
way of life. Once you are in the world
of humans and away from the world of
nature, you are immersed in dualistic
distinctions. Concepts of righteousness

and mercy should have meaning. The
way of ‘civilization’ is the process of
comparing ideas to find agreement or
disagreement with the way of ‘society.’
The facts must be thoroughly examined.
Leaders must clearly and wisely apply
distinctions.
In the same way, we are all
compelled to examine the ongoing
circumstances of our lives. This is a
part of the responsibility of a human
being. You have the choice to make
decisions; we are the ultimate judge
and the accused. The things we do, the
choices we make, give direction to all
of life’s plans. As a human being, you
have the power to choose. The power
to change. When you change the way
you look at things, the things you look
at change. This is a radical perspective
for the ‘western world’ to consider
because so much of our culture is based
in the denial of negative emotions or in
the psychology of removing afflictions
instead of transforming them. But as
we deny these afflictive realms of the
psyche, they are projected into our
bodies as disease and sickness, onto other
individuals, groups, cultures, and nations,
or out into the more untamed parts of
nature. In our contracted state, we as
humans seem to be set out to destroy that
which is actually the source of strength
and energy of our greater identity.
When your final day comes, will you
be thankful for all the days you have been
given? Will you see a life full of the great
dream overflowing with memories and
experiences? Or did you squander your
precious existence?
A gift for the hue-mans, “the
children of the rainbow,” how beautiful
you are to me. “May my heart be your
drum, and each breath a song, for all of
the ones who have forgotten the way
to the world of dreams.” So we may
one day dream together again, and all
of creation may once again behold the
banner of the rainbow. Many blessings
for the return of the sacred… “The
phenomenal is ephemeral, the material
always corresponds to the spiritual.” - I
CHING
Tija Jansons
Argenta

Who will pay?

Last month, there was a unified
national uprising of the entire Palestinian
people against Israeli ethnic cleansing,
apartheid, and aggression. It began
as the plight of the Palestinians in an
East Jerusalem neighbourhood gained
increased international attention as the
campaign of their expulsions intensified.
Gangs of Israelis began roaming the
streets chanting, “Death to the Arabs”
and beating up Palestinians while the
police looked on. Palestinian citizens
of ‘Israel’ from cities to the north
began to descend on Jerusalem. On
May 7, Israeli forces stormed the al
Aqsa Mosque during Friday prayers,
assaulting worshippers and attacking
them with tear gas and rubber-coated
bullets, leaving 200 injured. On May
10, Israeli settlers planned to go ahead
with their ‘Jerusalem Day’ march, which
celebrates the city’s capture in the 1967
war and during which they habitually

chant “Death to the Arabs.” Due to
Palestinian resistance, the march was
rerouted and ultimately cancelled but
not before Israeli forces made a second
assault against the mosque. The mosque
was ransacked during the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan and even more
worshippers were injured.
While the mosque was being
assaulted, Hamas in Gaza issued
a demand that the Israeli occupier
withdraw from the mosque within two
hours or face a strike on their forces.
It would have been an easy thing to
withdraw and save themselves from
a rocket barrage. Also, one shouldn’t
be attacking places of worship. They
didn’t withdraw. Soon the warning sirens
sounded and the rockets fell.
In response, Israel’s attack on Gaza
amounted to genocide and should be
denounced as such. Last February, in
a 266-0 vote, Parliament declared that
China is conducting genocide against
its Muslim minorities. What Israel does
with its bombing is much worse. When
Israel attacks, the aim is to inflict damage
and punishment that will demand a long
and expensive reconstruction process.
Living conditions in Gaza were tenuous
after two other major bombings since
2009. Now they are worse. The economy
was destroyed along with the hopes of
the people. Now many more will die.
Who will pay? The people of Gaza
will be left to pick up the pieces. The
United States gives Israel $10 million
a day in aid and supplied it with the
weapons that did the damage. Trump
cut off all aid to the Palestinians and
Biden gives them next to nothing. The
United States should be held liable for
damages. If they were forced to pay,
they would not permit Israel to destroy
Gaza again. The US should give as much
aid to the Palestinians as they give Israel
to show they are fair to both sides. The
international community must hold the
US and Israel to account.
Ed Zak
Nakusp

Submission to
Interior Health

I am the president of the Kaslo
Senior Citizens’ Association. As we live
in a remote, rural community, and have
a health centre and not a hospital in the
Village of Kaslo, I believe that we are at
a disadvantage in regard to health care
during the COVID pandemic and IHA
is not providing the resources we require.
On April 26, I drove a senior who
has been having serious heart issues to
see her heart specialist in the Nelson
hospital. She is 73 years old and I am 72.
While we were waiting in Nelson for her
appointment, she received a phone call
from one of her neighbours who lives
at Abbey Manor independent living
facility in Kaslo, telling her that he had
tested positive for COVID. I then called
my sister, who is on the board of Abbey
Manor, and she confirmed that she had
just learned that she also had tested
positive. My friend was totally frazzled
by this news, as she had taken care of the
tenant’s dog about one week previous.
I had her call her doctor’s office and
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tell them that she may have been directly
exposed to a person with confirmed
COVID. As a result, she had to rebook
her appointment. I also called the Nelson
hospital and we were able to book a
COVID test for both of us that day (April
26). Her test came back negative.
Once back in Kaslo, she began to get
very sick and went into emergency at the
Victoria Community Health Centre in
Kaslo on May 1. She wanted to be tested,
but they refused to do so and told her that
they could only test their residents and
their staff. My friend’s health continued
to worsen and finally, on May 2, she
called and booked a test in Nelson, which
came back positive.
This senior citizen, who had a heart
condition, had to drive herself to Nelson,
which is a one-hour drive each way,
while she was very sick. She didn’t dare
ask anyone else to drive her because she
didn’t want to infect anyone else.
This situation is totally unacceptable
and could have been avoided had she
been able to get her test in Kaslo. We
are in a remote area, and many people
here could be in the same situation as
my friend.
Kaslo needs to be able to test for
COVID. We are seeing more and more
cases and people are scared.
What can IHA do for us? Can we
have drive-through testing similar to
the one at the Nelson hospital? Kaslo is
a central hub for other small, outlying
communities, where people come to
shop and for services. I will wait for
your reply and have kept a copy of my
message so that I can share it with media
sources if I don’t get a sensible response,
with an action plan attached.
Louise DePape
Kaslo

Koots statues
article correction
and clarification

I was surprised to read of my
correspondence with the Kaslo Village
council and the Koots Artist Collective
in the article in the May 20 issue of the
Valley Voice, ‘Artists asked to cover
forest statues’ naked butts.’ Though I
appreciate your interest in the story,
there are issues with both accuracy and
fairness in the publishing.
My name was misspelled, and the
area I currently reside in is not Saanich,
though it’s a beautiful municipality.
In all fairness, painting me as some
random person from Saanich critiquing
work from afar, rather than a citizen
reared in Kaslo with parents still residing
there, changes the story’s context. My
lived experience in Kaslo included
living a block and a half away from an
elder who sexually molested more than
one child in my circle. My roots in the
community extend into Nelson, Nakusp,
and Burton, as I have dear friends living
in these communities.
I made this unusual request because
a friend living in Kaslo shared their
concern with me. They did not feel safe
bringing it forward themselves, so I
offered to speak up about the topic. Given
a resident of Kaslo doesn’t feel safe to
speak about their concern is something

worth noting. The stigma of simply
bringing up the topic of child sexual
abuse is profound.
Nowhere in my correspondence
with the Kaslo Village council and the
Koots Artist Collective did I say the
artists and council “should” change
anything. I made a request and asked
them to consider making changes. With
any request, the other party can give a
yes, no, or make a counter-offer.
The crucial information that one
in three girls and one in six boys will
have unwanted sexual contact before
turning 18 was missing in the article.
Caregivers need to be aware of the
prevalence of child sexual abuse and
educate themselves on reducing the risks.
Child sexual abuse is a public health
and safety issue. The social impacts of
this kind of crime are immense. I will
add that in most cases (80-90%), the
child knows the perpetrator. Parents
(including biological, adoptive, step and
foster) were responsible for more than
half (59%) of all family-related sexual
offences and physical assaults against
children and youth victims in 2009. Your
readers can find more facts, research and
free resources at the Canadian Centre for
Child Protection.
It is not the responsibility of youth
and children to protect themselves from
this crime. That means the burden lies
with us, the adults, to know the signs and
speak up when we observe behaviours
of concern.
As with any artistic expression, we
cannot fully comprehend how others
will receive or perceive it. I understand
the artists’ intention with ‘Hide and
Seek’ is to illustrate “an elder’s proper
relationship to a child.” Unfortunately,
other survivors of child sexual abuse do
not receive the art installation in this way.
Thank you for being willing to share
this story with your readers.
Zeta Lay (She/Her)
Victoria

More on COVID

Granted, elderly and healthcompromised people should consider
protecting themselves as best they can
from COVID. But why would someone
who is NOT at risk (99.7%) get a ‘jab’
that is in fact experimental, when it does
not prevent you from getting COVID?
From recent reports (CTV, NY Daily),
more than 5,800 fully ‘vaccinated’
people have gotten COVID. These are
considered breakthrough cases.
CDC is changing how they record
COVID-19 breakthrough cases. “…CDC
is transitioning to reporting only patients
with COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough
infection that were hospitalized or died
to help maximize the quality of the data
collected on cases of greatest clinical and
public health importance.”
One Patreon user (going by:
‘WhatsHerFace’) states: “I suppose
when you start seeing numbers you don’t
like, it’s easiest to just stop counting.”
Expect to see a drastic decline,
artificial though it be, in COVID
infections among the ‘vaccinated.’ She
points out that we’ve seen case count
stats prior to the roll-out of the ‘vaccine’
continued on page 6
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continued from page 5
include asymptomatic cases. All
contributing to present-day policies and
lockdowns resulting in such resounding
hardship in terms of personal and
professional well-being AND substantial
market shifts.
Keep in mind, unvaccinated
asymptomatic persons will be included
in case counts.
Oh… and what about the actual
numbers of breakthrough cases? The
CDC states: “It is important to note
that reported vaccine breakthrough
cases will represent an undercount. This
surveillance system is passive and relies
on voluntary reporting from state health
departments which may not be complete.
Also, not all real-world breakthrough
cases will be identified because of
lack of testing. This is particularly true
in instances of asymptomatic or mild
illness.”
The Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System (VAERS) results
reveal there have been 3,410 deaths from
the vaccine (https://perma.cc/9MVET89B). Many consider this potentially
low.
So… why do people cling so
passionately to the notion that this entire
inoculation regime is done with scientific
rigor and consensus?
Ah… consensus. One of the
measurements to anyone who wants
to quickly dismiss or discredit anyone
who casts a negative light on what is
being rolled out at large. If an expert,
like Dr Michael Yeadon, former VP
of Pfizer, comes out and does a little
whistleblowing… no one need pay
attention. Even though he is pro-vaxx
and has developed reputable vaccines for
many decades, he can be easily dismissed
and cast into the conspirator category.
What are the true tells of where the
truth lies? Be alert to those showing
signs of:
1) Failure to look at evidence that
may be seen as contrary to the accepted
narrative.
2) Failure to give any credit to
anything that is truthful (meeting part
way).
3) Perceived common threat and foe.
Conspirator! Heretic! Witch! Commiesympathizer! Terrorist! We’ve seen it
before.
Be open to holistic views that aren’t
black and white. Dr Zach Bush, for
example, recommends PCR testing as
a prognostic tool. He, like many experts
and practitioners, recognize it is overly
sensitive – not for diagnosis.
Look at the numbers and look
beyond.
T. Orlando
Winlaw

Response to
Peter Martin

In the April 22 edition, Peter
Martyn disagreed with my claim that the
COVID-19 shots may permanently alter
DNA, and challenged me to back that up.
I’m no scientist; I keep hammering
away at this topic because I am absolutely
certain about the agenda behind the
COVID scam. However, I take nothing
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on faith and do my due diligence, and
strongly encourage everyone to do the
same. Don’t believe anything just because
you heard it on CNN or the fact-checkers
claim it is true. Listen to experts, not one
but many with differing views. Look up
source documents. Follow the money.
Look at the studies themselves. Research
the history. Etc.
One misunderstanding is about the
difference between messenger RNA
and modified (synthetic) messenger
RNA. The shots contain the latter. (I’m
generalizing; each product is different.)
The former cannot permanently modify
DNA, but the latter can because it is
thermostatic, meaning not degraded by
body temperature.
Moderna’s name stems from
“modified RNA.” Moderna calls its
product an operating system, and Elon
Musk says, “You can basically do
anything with [synthetic mRNA]. It’s
like a computer program.”
In 2015, Pfizer partnered with Ido
Bachelet on DNA nanorobots, millions
of which can be injected at a time and
which carry a ‘payload’ to be delivered
to the cells. The Wyss Institute for
Biologically Inspired Engineering at
Harvard has this story. These nanorobots
are called by several different names; I
suggest researching DARPA hydrogel.
This is the technology being used in the
mRNA shots. The hydrogel surrounds
a piece of synthetic code to make a
spike protein. Several things happen
after that, one being a process called
transfection, where the spike protein
can indeed be reincorporated into the
genome. Transfection can be temporary or
permanent. The manufacturers reassure us
that it will be temporary, but how can they
know this given that they are using the
same process that creates GMOs? Their
examples assume a process happening in
a petri dish, not a human body.
There is a study, not yet peerreviewed, by bioRXiv that shows the
possibility of RNA being naturally
reverse-transcribed in the human body
and taken up into the genome. In my
understanding, reverse transcriptase
occurs in our bodies naturally.
Check out the June 2020 Medscape
article on DNA vaccines that shows a
diagram of the DNA fragment being taken
into the nucleus.
Why should we care? For one thing,
even a small change in DNA can mean
profound changes in health. For another,
an organism containing synthetic DNA
can be patented, even if that organism
is human. The US Supreme Court ruled
that in 2013.
These are not vaccines. I cannot stress
that enough. They are a technology never
before used on humans, in a massive
experiment, under a cloud of deception,
coercion, and fear, breaking international
law, being pushed by people with huge
conflicts of interest. To paraphrase John
Lennon, all I am saying is give research
a chance.
Lisa Ross
Kaslo
The views of Lisa Ross are not the
views of Liz Ross BScN (Public Health
Nurse- retired) of Kaslo.

Open letter
to Minister
Katrine Conroy

On behalf of the highly endangered
screech owls in the Caycuse Ancient Forest,
I, Miguel Pastor, a 16-year-old high school
student who has lived in your riding my
whole life, am writing to you at 11:34 pm
on a school night.
I am writing because I am scared. I am
scared for the world that I have to grow up
in. I am scared to have children because
I do not believe that it is fair to put more
people into this world that will so quickly
feel the full brunt of our current mistakes.
My parents voted for you because they
wanted to provide me with a world that
still has old growth, that still has wildlife,
that still has oxygen, that still has hope.
And I know that many of your voters had
the exact same reasons in mind when they
made the mistake of checking your name
off on their ballot.
Earlier today, peaceful forest defenders
in the Caycuse were subject to extreme and
illegal overreach of power by the RCMP,
violating the injunction that they claimed
to be upholding. Fourteen people were
arrested for doing your job. The camp was
dispersed. And your office was silent.
This colonial violence happened to
allow clearcut logging of the last 2.7% of
remaining old growth in BC; to commit
ecocide on one of the last remaining
solutions to the existential threat of the
climate crisis.
Since the NDP has been in power, old
growth logging approvals have been up
43%. This is not okay. Your community is
watching your handling of this situation,
and the province is watching John Horgan.
If you and the NDP want a slight chance
to be re-elected, you will immediately
implement the 14 recommendations of
the old growth strategic review panel that
John Horgan commissioned. This includes,
most urgently, an immediate moratorium
on old growth logging in at risk areas
such as the Caycuse. You were one year
late on that promise on April 30 when
young elementary school children from
your riding, your community, dropped off
clocks at your constituency office to remind
you. You were coming up on one year late
on that promise when your constituency
office refused to set up a meeting between
you and local youth-led environmentalist
organizations in your constituency, due
to the fact that they wanted to talk about
“Ministry of Forests related issues.” Let me
make this really clear. No other MLA could
use that excuse to avoid talking with their
community about NDP policy. But they
would have had the excuse of saying that
they don’t make the rules. You do. So that’s
why your office had to come up with this
new one. Is that all the BCNDP is? Excuses?
I look forward to hearing your reply to
this letter. Just remember, blaming the BC
Liberals doesn’t cut it in your second term,
so your party is going to have to get creative.
Your community stands with the
screech owls. Your community stands with
the old growth. Your community stands
with Indigenous land defenders. Where do
you stand?
Miguel Pastor
Nelson/Winlaw
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Centennial Park

When I noticed the advertisements of
the planning process for Centennial Park, I
assumed that Centennial Park meant an area
within the boundaries of… well, Centennial
Park. Little did I dream that our council had
decided that Centennial Park extended to the
dyke outside my home, all the way from the
campground to the highway.
The greenspace where so many people
walk would have a large swathe paved over
for mountain bikes and skateboards, which
would require the taxpayers to foot the bill
for another washroom – to go with the four
that the Village already has. New Denver
could lead the world in washrooms per
capita! Oh, and there would be a parking
lot that’s a stone’s throw from my house.
However, the dyke has never been
considered part of Centennial Park, so a lot
of people in the village had no idea that the
development would extend that far until the
short time for input was over.
I talked to the Village planner and
pointed out that the field at Centennial
Park is vast. There is tons of room there
for a pump track. The planner told me that
two planning consultants from Golden and
Revelstoke wanted the pump track on the
dyke next to our residences because they
wanted other things in Centennial Park.
For instance, a “water splatter play area!”
Next to a huge, swimmable lake? Really!?
And a community meeting place, to go with
the other two we have. Think about what is
so great about having May Days and the
Garlic Festival in the park: it’s the beautiful
natural setting.
There are at least three alternative
locations for a pump track: 1) Centennial
Park 2) the schoolyard (I was told that the
school did approve having a pump track
there) 3) Some people have also checked
out the area where the old dump used to be.
But Centennial Park has been dedicated
to a sports ground and play yard for decades.
With so much empty space available there,
good planning would concentrate the sports/
playground facilities there, and not let them
sprawl out onto the greenspace on the dyke
and destroy other values and activities. I’ve
heard the dyke called an “off-leash dog
park.” But actually, PEOPLE walk their
dogs there. It’s their exercise and recreation.
And people without dogs walk there. Both
dykes are part of our quality of life.
I have also heard someone say that “the
kids wanted the pump track on the dyke.”
Actually, I read the Valley Voice article
where the kids talked to the Village. They
suggested the location on the dyke but said
they didn’t care where it would be – they
just wanted one.
I guess most of all I am surprised
that the planning for this was oblivious
to the impacts on nearby residents. The
story is that the planners wanted the
campground to be quiet for tourists. Yet
they’re downloading the noise on residents
who live here 365 days a year?
Anne Sherrod
New Denver

Wildfire risk reduction
– for profit, not safety?

Does wildfire risk reduction (WRR)
save our communities, homes and
properties? NO. WRR did not save my
home and community from a wildfire.

WRR is being used as a guise, a fear tactic,
to prevent resistance from the people to get
access to watersheds for PROFIT. The last
of the mature forests are in our watersheds
and old growth forests. Logging the last of
our mature forests creates a higher risk for
catastrophic wildfires.
Three timber companies in 2020
made profits of $1675.5 million. This
“good” year goes into corporate bank
accounts and the public interest is reported
as a “bad” year. To me this is profit, not
safety.
Does WRR create more jobs? NO.
Ben Parfitt of the Canadian Centre
for Policy Alternatives in 2017 stated:
“Timber industry employment shrunk by
22,400 positions in the last 20 years and as
of 2020, 6,000 more positions have been
lost.” Three employees run the machinery
to log a cutblock. Interfor boasts about
employing 210 people plus 350 contractor
jobs, and three staff for Nakusp operations.
What about the lost positions?
In the past ten years, our tax money
has subsidized the forestry industry
$1 million a day and all we are getting
in return is: more risk for catastrophic
wildfires, forest integrity lost, biodiversity
lost, wildlife gone, our water sources
destroyed, mature forests lost forever, loss
of carbon collection and storage, and loss
of jobs for the loggers. These factors we
depend on for basic survival yet they are
considered secondary to timber by Premier
John Horgan, Minister of Forests Katrine
Conroy, Nakusp Councillor Joseph
Hughes and RDCK Area K Director
Paul Peterson, and Interfor. NACFOR
says differently and time will tell if they
follow through.
Does WRR support climate change?
NO. WRR contributes to global heating,
climate emergency, changes carbon sinks
to carbon source, creates more insects, and
increases wildfires.
Is there any science behind the
WRR Program? NO. Science involves
understanding the biodiversity of a
forest. Much of the world’s fresh water is
provided from forests, not from tree farms.
The diversity of organisms in forests clean
and filter water. Biodiversity can help
human health by reducing extreme heat
and reducing the catastrophic wildfires.
500 scientists object to wood pellets being
used for electricity, as they produce more
greenhouse gases than coal. Wood pellets
are one of our biggest exports. Cutblocks
create 30-50% deeper snowpacks which
melt 30-50% faster than intact forests.
Science tells us the truth.
Immediately stop using WRR as a
guise to log watersheds. Water is Life and
logging Box Mountain Watershed will
destroy the only water source for over 350
people and children.
Science shows us we can have
sustainability through protecting and
restoring the biological diversity in the
tree farms, creating more jobs, giving us a
healthier and more diverse community and
regional economics. We need to embrace
climate change, not create more.
I would rather my home burn in a
wildfire than log a mature forest. It can
be rebuilt again in my lifetime. A mature
forest cannot.
Barbara Whyte
Nakusp
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Nakusp council, May 25: Council hears big ideas and gains interim CAO
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
It was a marathon of delegations
at last month’s Nakusp council
meeting, with four presenters taking
up more than an hour to talk to
councillors about everything from a
new concert stage for the park to fall
classes at Selkirk College.
Being a mayor of a small town
means wearing many hats, and
that was in evidence at the last
council meeting, when Mayor
Tom Zeleznik handed the gavel
over to the appointed acting mayor
(Joseph Hughes) while he made
two presentations for groups in the
community.

Interim CAO

A familiar face to the local
government is helping keep the doors
open at City Hall after the departure
of Chief Administrative Officer
Cheryl Martens in mid-May. Linda
Tynan was confirmed by council as
the Village’s interim CAO at its May
25 meeting.
It’s not the first time Tynan has
lent a hand in Nakusp. A resident of
Nelson, she stepped in as Nakusp’s
CAO in 2011 when the then-CAO
went on medical leave, and stayed
for four years.
Tynan was director of corporate
services and chief financial officer
of the City of Nelson from 2006 to
2011, and was CAO of Summerland
in the Okanagan from 2015 to 2019.
She resigned from that position for
personal reasons, saying at the time
that travel between her home in
Nelson and her home in Summerland
was proving to be too much.

New stage

A proposal to build a permanent
performance stage in the park was
pitched by Zeleznik, representing
the Society for Nakusp Community
Events (SNCE). Tyrell Jordan and
the SNCE are sponsoring the project
(see ‘Return of the Nakusp Music
Festival? One man is giving it a go,”
Valley Voice, May 6, 2021).
“Now to be clear, I am not
suggesting we dive head first into
another massive festival,” said
Zeleznik. “I believe there is a much
more sustainable approach to live
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music and events in our town that
could and would be easier to keep a
handle on for the future.”
Having small events regularly
throughout the summer would likely
be more effective in maintaining a
volunteer pool for such events, and in
supporting local business, too.
“As much as we love the vendors
and food trucks we see at larger
events, I would rather see the local
restaurants and stores supply these
things to our patrons,” Zeleznik’s
presentation read.
Jordan also spoke to council
about his plans, and existing
community support. While the
pieces of the stage have only to
be reassembled in place, and local
businesses have come out to support
the project, Jordan estimates a further
$6,171 has to be raised to get the
project completed.
Council voted to receive
the report from the SNCE for
information, and have staff look
into the project and report back to
council.

Breakwater dreams

Mayor Zeleznik’s hustle and hard
work saved the Village’s marina from
being abandoned last year, when
he found hundreds of thousands of
dollars to do emergency repairs to
the facility on the Nakusp shoreline.
But there is still much to do to secure
that emergency job, and Zeleznik’s
been working to try to save it for the
long term.
And he presented some big ideas
to council to make it happen.
Zeleznik said he had secured a
commitment from Celgar/Mercer
for a donation of six bundles of
dry logs to act as a breakwater,
which would add another 300 feet
of protection on the west side of
the dock. The job would be done
with help from Interfor’s tugboat,
and other corporate donations for
bundling and anchoring the logs.
The now-defunct Marina Society
also has a $72,000 contingency fund
the Village can use to help offset
costs.
But Zeleznik wants to go farther.
Calling it an exercise in “thinking
outside the box,” he pointed to a 9.5acre parcel of land just south of the
marina the Village owns. Zeleznik
says that with some strategic
partnering and vision, the site could
be turned into a massive marina and
wildlife sanctuary.
He says dredging could build up
a waterline-level island that’s just off
the shore, which would add hundreds
of feet of slips for boaters, and
create a real community asset. The
waterfront trail could be extended
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for the fall: increasing availability
of first aid training, return of mental
health first aid training, digital skills
training, and Learning in Retirement.
Barletta is also seeking funding
for additional training programs to
support the forest industry. A new
pilot project for students of high
school age who have struggled in
traditional learning environments
may expand in future, he reported.

to the area as well. All could be done
with the use of grants and publicprivate partnerships, he figures.
“The above presentation is just
a vision only that could possibly
become a reality without the box
thinking on part of the community
and area…” he wrote in a report. “[I
am] suggesting council and staff to
look over the property together to see
the possibilities that would benefit
the community and area.”
Council received Zeleznik’s
report as information, and directed
staff to look into the log breakwater
idea and report back to council
“identifying resources and logistics
required to proceed with this project.”

15, in accordance with provincial
health orders. The facility closed on
April 25 for regular maintenance, but
remained closed for a month, until
May 25, to support the provincial
‘circuit breaker’ called by Dr. Bonnie
Henry.
That hit the facility’s revenues.
In 2019 (the last time it was open
for the full month of April) it made
$47,910; this year, it made $41,541.
It also had just one-third the number
of booked campsites.
While much of the tourist season
will depend on COVID numbers
staying down, Noel Ballard, the hot
springs manager, told council they
were expecting a busy summer.

The Nakusp Hot Springs
reopened to Interior Health residents
on May 26, and will be open to
people from other areas after June

Vincent Barletta, Selkirk College
campus manager and community
education coordinator in Nakusp and
Kaslo, let council know what’s new

A new planer is coming to
Interfor’s Castlegar facility this
year, enabling the production of
higher value products from the local
forest. Interfor currently employs
310 people, three of whom were
hired into Nakusp in the last six
months, plus 350 contractors. More
than 200 of those contractors are
from Nakusp.

properties do not want this wildfire
risk reduction performed, why would
it continue?” asked Randy Speers.
One by one, Watt and other staff
tried to address the concerns. Watt
noted that the Box Mountain part
of the program is still very much
in the earliest planning phases – no
funding has been raised to do the
work; no pre-work water or forest
studies have been completed in the
area; and a prescription is far from
being drawn up.
Watt said several times the
community forest wasn’t doing this
for ‘quick profit’ and wasn’t just
clearcutting areas – rather, they are
selectively logging and hand-clearing
brush. He pointed out that the Box
Mountain work was part of a larger
plan to protect Nakusp from future
fires, which are more likely to happen
due to climate change.
“There’s no reason we would
engage in something that would
cause a loss of drinking water on
Box Mountain,” he told the online
meeting. “We’re mortal humans
trying to carry out a mission we see
as a valuable mission… we’re in a
society where it’s not possible for
everyone to end up happy, but we’ll
shoot for 80% – maybe 70. But we
don’t see the certainty of drinking
loss for 500 people.
“But you might get drinking
water loss if you get a catastrophic

fire there.”
Watt promised people would
have “tangible input” when the
community forest was ready to bring
a plan before residents of the affected
area. But he said they’re not at that
point yet, saying they were at the
“absolute starting point” of resident
input on the issue.
“What we have is a plan on
paper, and we’re perfectly willing
to have a look at things and make it
better,” he said. “If there’s any real
risk of damage, it just won’t happen,
period.”
Several of the 40 people attending
the Zoom meeting thanked the
NACFOR staff for taking more
than two hours to answer people’s
questions.
“Thank you for demonstrating
your willingness to answer each and
every question people have, without
becoming defensive,” posted Corrine
Tessier to the Zoom chat.
While many people seemed
mollified by Watt and staff ’s
assurances, it was clear that others
would never accept clearcutting
work in the area that provides their
drinking water.
“To be quite honest with you,
Hugh, I would rather see my house
burn, than cut down a mature forest,”
said Barb Whyte. “Because a house
can be rebuilt in our lifetime. A
mature forest cannot be.”

submitted
Kootenay businesses needing to
ship their products now have a new way
to compare available shipping options
and connect with other businesses to
share shipping costs, using the Kootenay
Shipping website and Facebook Group.
Developed by Community Futures
Central Kootenay (CFCK) and the
Applied Research and Innovation Centre
at Selkirk College, KootenayShipping.
com aims to simplify the process of
finding a suitable shipper in our region.
From basic parcel shipping to freight
and cold chain services, the website
allows businesses to find and compare
shipping services.

As a companion to the website,
CFCK also started the Facebook
Group ‘Kootenay Shipping’ for local
business owners to talk about their
shipping needs and find opportunities
to support each other. For example, if a
business in the East Kootenay is making
weekly deliveries to West Kootenay
communities and driving back an empty
truck, they could potentially connect
with other businesses and take their
products back with them. To learn more
about business shipping options in the
Kootenays, visit KootenayShipping.
com and to talk shipping with other
small business owners, go to Facebook.
com/Groups/KootenayShipping.

Hot springs reopens

Selkirk College update

Interfor presentation
highlights

Locals grill NACFOR on wildfire risk reduction plan
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Nakusp community forest
company representatives spent the
better part of two hours at a recent
open house trying to convince
locals they weren’t out to destroy
a neighbourhood water supply for
fast profit.
The Nakusp and Area Community
Forest annual open house on May 26
was dominated by concerns about
a proposed wildfire risk reduction
program on Box Mountain.
“At the end of the day, it is
a community forest, and if the
community doesn’t want this, it’s
not going to happen,” said NACFOR
General Manager Hugh Watt when
answering one question.
The first part of the meeting
was taken up with NACFOR
presentations about the company, its
2020 operations, and the economic
benefit it brings to Nakusp. But it
was the community forest company’s
plans to implement wildfire risk
reductions that concerned residents
of the Box Mountain neighbourhood.
NACFOR has been reducing the
risk of fast-spreading wildfires in
other areas surrounding Nakusp for
the last couple of years, accessing
government grants designed to help
communities protect themselves from
fire danger. Two areas on the side of
Box Mountain, just south of Nakusp,
are on the planning map as part of
that defensive firebreak around the
community.
But the plan has prompted angry
online chat on community boards for
the last few weeks, and the question
queue in the online Zoom meeting
was filled with residents’ concerns.
“If it’s purely wildfire risk
reduction, can this goal be achieved
without treating these areas as a
typical timber harvest operation?”
asked Ramsay McKee.
“There is no life without water,”
wrote a person who identified
themselves as Milan. “The trade-off
between a potential fire risk reduction
(not elimination) for almost certain
drinking water loss for 500 people
does not seem to fulfill the needs
of community.” “If the affected

New website helps local
businesses find shipping solutions
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Silverton’s mayoral candidates on top priorities
public can only ask questions about
what’s on the agenda should be
changed. If people have concerns,
they should be able to raise them
during public time at council
meetings.

One of my top priorities is
the safety of people in Silverton.
Repairing sidewalks and foot
bridges, and removing danger trees
shouldn’t take 15 or 20 years. The
sidewalks in Silverton have been
deteriorating ever since we came
back from Edmonton 12 years ago.
There is finally a plan for sidewalks
this year, but it has taken too long.

People shouldn’t have to complain
about sidewalks and trees. They
should be checked regularly.
Another priority for me is a
slide in the playground. I asked
about it at a council meeting, and
the mayor at the time said the CAO
at the time had been in charge of
the project, and that council was
looking into it. I haven’t heard
about it since. There are many little
kids who use the playground in
Silverton and I’d like to see them
playing on a slide there. My vision
is to have a small slide and a large
slide installed at the playground.
A third priority for me is
honesty. When people complain,
the Village should take it seriously,
and should not tell them it’s being
looked into when it’s not. As mayor,
I would tell people whether or
not we could do what they were
asking. I’d be up front and honest
with people.
I’d like to see more openness
at council meetings. I’ve been
attending council meetings for
several years now. The rule that the

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The Regional District of Central
Kootenay’s board of directors has
decided to pursue some “quick wins”
to begin tackling the local housing
crisis.
The board approved a plan
at its May meeting to review its
zoning bylaws to incentivize infill
housing, support local not-for-profit
housing organizations, make vacant
or underutilized land available for
community housing projects, and
take other steps to try to provide more
housing in the region.
The call to action came from a
workshop on housing held in April,
following up on the RDCK’s Housing
Needs Assessment that was released
last fall.
“Safe, affordable, and inclusive
housing is vital to societal, economic,
and individual health and well-being
of Central Kootenay communities
and residents,” said a report to
the board by Planning Manager
Dana Hawkins. “Unfortunately, safe,
affordable, and inclusive housing is
increasingly difficult to find.”
T h e R e g i o n a l D i s t r i c t ’s
consultants on the issue created
a planning and resources report
for the board to help them focus
on what resources and powers
local governments have to
influence the housing market. The
recommendations line up to the
needs identified within the report,
and lists policy tools that can be
implemented. That report was the
focus of discussion at the April
workshop.
Directors heard that local
government roles and powers can
be summarized into four categories.
Local governments can incentivize
affordable housing through several
direct and indirect tools, like
policy and zoning; they can adopt
regulations that support affordable
housing; they can partner with non-

profit housing providers; and they
can be an education and advocacy
group publicizing housing issues and
lobbying for help from senior levels
of government.
The workshop then explored what
the RDCK could do next to address
the region’s housing needs. The
participants decided that:
• further studies could be done,
such as building and land inventories,
feasibility studies for projects,
studying the causes of the problem,
and searching for solutions to service
constraints.
• directors could pass bylaws,
policies and regulations to permit and
incentivize infill and other housing
options like secondary suites, carriage
houses and other forms of ‘missing
middle’ housing.
• the board could work with other
local governments and non-profit
housing groups to address the issue.
It could also advocate and lobby
higher levels of government for more
support for housing.
Based on those priorities and
possibilities, directors decided to
seek some ‘quick wins’ that can be
undertaken by staff now “on actions
we know will make a difference,”
says the report. Staff will explore
zoning change opportunities and other
incentives to encourage housing, as
secondary suites are seen as a good
way to increase the supply of housing
on a fixed footprint of land.
Bylaws will be reviewed to see
where else gains could be made,
including supporting the building
department’s inspectors to provide
advice on suite development.
Another short-term ‘easy win’ is
collaboration and partnership with
not-for-profit providers.
“Current non-market affordable
housing is largely supported by local
non-profit housing providers,” the
report states. “By workshop, survey,
regular meetings or other means,
RDCK can reach out to be the venue

to bring these groups together and
further explore how local government
can support their efforts.”
Longer-term strategic planning
actions are also recommended,
but these will require budgeting,
assistance outside RDCK, and/or
further research. These actions would
include providing land or supporting a
land transfer to a non-profit developer,
cutting the cost of affordable housing.
That would include creating an
inventory of existing land and
building assets, acquiring land close
to services and amenities, developing
a criteria for purchasing land, and
making it available to housing groups
based on need, non-profit status, and
funding availability.
Also in the longer-term, directors
are encouraged to create a Housing
Action Plan that provides a framework
that allows government to implement
multiple strategies intended to create
and develop housing opportunities.
“A Housing Action Plan lays the
foundation for success by translating
housing needs within the community
into solutions,” the staff report
indicated. “Communities that have
undertaken such strategies have
generally been more proactive in
addressing the shortage.”
Convening non-profit housing
groups early on could help form a
strong foundation for the plan, says
the report.
Another long-term solution is
to investigate whether to set up
a regional Housing Authority to
provide and manage affordable
housing stock.
“In addition to being a repository
for affordable housing units, a
housing organization can house
expert advisors on affordable housing,
ongoing champions for affordable
housing, and in some cases leverage
expert skills and know-how to
support other needs such as property
management,” says the report.
“Some local governments have

The two candidates for
Silverton mayor were asked what
they perceive as the top priorities
for Silverton.

DON BROUGHTON

COLIN FERGUSON

This year’s new ‘hot’ real estate
market suggests there is a new
imperative for local councils.
Properties that languished on the
market for several years sold in
short order over the past 12 months,
often in a bidding war. Slocan,

RDCK workshop prompts housing crisis initiatives

Silverton and New Denver are
being ‘discovered.’ And there’s a
new mega development proposal
above Three Forks.
The biggest priority I perceive
for Silverton’s new mayor is to lead
in a village-wide discussion around
development – to consider its
benefits and its drawbacks. I know
people who favour development
and some who don’t, but whatever
anyone’s feelings about it, it’s
coming, and we need to prepare
if we are to have any control over
the outcome. Silverton’s Official
Community Plan is overdue for
renewal and we need to garner input
from everyone to update a vision
for Silverton at its ‘Future Best.’
We need to achieve consensus
on community values and ensure
policies are in place that will
uphold those now and in the days
to come. Pressure will come from
different directions and effects
will be cumulative, so ideally I’d
like to see discussion extend to our
lakeside neighbours in Slocan, New
Denver, and even to Kaslo.

chosen to fulfill this role and create
their own housing organizations.
RDCK can explore what a regional
housing authority could look like.”
The planning department has
included housing as a project for this
year, and discussions are continuing
with housing agencies and other
interested parties
In the meantime, they’ll actively
pursue the ‘quick wins’ as directed
by the board.
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An existing priority for council
is to support new business and
home-grown projects such as
Silverton’s Lift, and to ensure ‘lastmile’ connection for the coming
broadband. Broadband internet will
support established business, and
enable at-home work for current
residents. It will also attract new
businesses, and workers from
away who desire to move to a more
tranquil lifestyle.
Attracting new residents or
businesses helps retain community
vitality, however it can produce
its own problems, as the recent
surge in demand for houses
and resulting increase in prices
has shown. New development
and the cost and availability
of accommodation are usually
inextricably entwined. Mismatches
between local economy, local
incomes and lifestyles create
social stresses. Rental housing
supply will likely not be improved
by an increase in the value of
property, and solutions to the issue
of affordable accommodation will
require sustained energy from
local councils if populations grow
further.
Finally, climate change is
making it necessary to work to
protect a safe and secure water
supply, and also makes wildfire
and disaster preparedness more
important than ever. Silverton has
already done a creditable job with
these but they must continue to
be top of mind for council going
forward. You can contact me directly
at www.silvertonmayor2021.live

DON BROUGHTON FOR SILVERTON MAYOR
When someone raises a concern
about a sidewalk being dangerous, a
Village should look into and repair it.
Two years or so later, it is brought up
again. This time, yellow paint was the
solution. Really not a good fix. Yes,
they say they are fixing sidewalks this
year, but broken sidewalks should not
a 15-20-year plan.

When we told the Village that we
thought the trees in the campground
would fall on us someday, we were
ignored. Then for 10 years they told us the trees were checked on a regular
basis in the campground and around town. That was not true.
I asked the council back then to hold a meeting so they could get other
people’s thoughts on how they should deal with issues around Silverton, but
they would not hold a meeting where people could ask questions.
Everyone in Silverton should be treated the same. No one should have all
their business hidden in camera so it won’t be seen by others.
No one should have to wait 2-8 months for info on a bylaw or proof that they
were told to keep someone in camera.
If you elect me as mayor, your safety and equal treatment will be priorities.
When the new playground was put in, council was so pleased. So I asked
why there wasn’t a slide. I was told it was all the CAO’s fault and council
was looking into it.
So now I ask. Where is the slide???
Parents, grandparents, great grandparents – vote for me and the kids will
laugh as their parents say whee as they go down the slide.
A vote for DON BROUGHTON will be a vote for Silverton.
If you have questions, I would like to hear them. If it’s sunny, look under the
chestnut tree or in the garden at 116 5th St. or you can call me at 1-778-2069965. I’ll take your number and will call you back.
Thank you for taking the time to read this, and please get out and vote.
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Helicopter logging near New Denver
by Jan McMurray
Helicopter logging on private
land below Idaho Peak near
New Denver ended last Sunday,
May 30 after 10 full days of
activity. Log hauling is expected
to continue until June 9.
Cooper Creek Cedar, a
forestry company based in Salmo,
is doing the logging.
Dan Lafleur, the harvesting
supervisor for the project,
provided a very little bit of
information by email. He said the
harvest area was approximately
six hectares in size and consisted
largely of Douglas fir and western
red cedar.

The logs are being hauled via
the Hartney Forest Service Road,
he reported, and log hauling is
ongoing until June 9. Logs are
being trucked to a few local
Kootenay sawmills.
Lafleur said local contractors
have been hired for the processing,
loading and hauling of the logs.
The Ministry of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resource Operations and
Rural Development (FLNRORD)
confirmed that the heli-logging
was happening on private land.
However, FLRNORD has no
regulatory role in private land
logging unless the private lot is in
the Private Managed Forest Land

program – which this land is not.
“With private land
development, the only one who
is aware of the landowner’s
intentions is the landowner unless
they have been explicit in what
their plans are. FLNRORD is not
consulted or notified of forestry
activities on private land,” a
ministry spokesperson said.
The Regional District of
Central Kootenay received a
few complaints about the
operation, but they don’t have
any jurisdiction over the logging
operation, either. “The RDCK
bylaw department does not
have the authority to ‘stop’ or
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shut down any helicopter or
logging activity occurring,” says
a statement provided by the
local government. “Please be
advised that Transport Canada’s
federal regulations applicable to
the helicopter operating within
these areas supersede any local
government regulatory bylaw,
including the RDCK Noise
Control Bylaw Regulations.”
RDCK Area H Director Walter
Popoff says RDCK staff contacted
the logging company and several
federal and provincial agencies
to bring community concerns to
their attention. “Staff went above
and beyond on this,” Popoff

said. “We have no authority to
regulate logging, and provincial
and federal legislation overrides
local government regulations.”
The FLNRORD spokesperson
listed the laws applicable to
all private landowners in the
province: the Water Sustainability
Act, Drinking Water Protection
Act, Environmental Management
Act, Wildlife Act, Wildfire Act,
Assessment Act, and the federal
Migratory Birds Convention Act,
Fisheries Act and Species at Risk
Act. “The extent to which these
might apply would depend on the
activities of the land owner,” the
ministry said.

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!
The key to a thriving local economy throughout the pandemic and always

NAKUSP & AREA
Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Please wear a
mask in store.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Nakusp Glass

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakglass@telus.net

Nakusp Taxi

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4:30 pm with COVID-19 safety precautions in place.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Mon-Sat, 9 am - 5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the rear entrance (in alley) of the shop. No
appointments are necessary for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and lounge
area is currently closed.
All 2019 bikes are on sale.
For all inquiries, call us as (250) 265-3332, email: info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay.

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 7 pm daily. Max customer limit in place. Please shop individually.
Bottle returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662. Store Manager: Kira, Asst. Manager: Ryan

Studio Connexion Art Gallery

Open by appointment or by chance Tues-Sat 11 am-4 pm
250-265-8888; 203 Fifth Ave NW, Nakusp

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs

Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

Cornucopia

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:30 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Thurs-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

shopping for you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up.
You can call the store at 250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to
place your orders.

Jones Boys Boats

We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats

Raven’s Nest

Kaslo Kayaking & Adventure Centre

www.kasloadventurecentre.com
250-353-1925 Getting you outside for your mental health!

Kaslo Hotel

Open! Pub 11:30 am Wed – Sun, Closed Mon & Tues. Wing Wednesday every
week from 3 pm. Front desk 8 am – 11 am & 3 pm - 8 pm for check-in and reservations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714; www.kaslohotel.com;
Facebookkaslohotel.com; Facebook

Kaslo Husky

Open: Tuesday to Saturday, 11 am – 4 pm; Closed Sunday & Monday. Cool
Spring/Summer ‘21 fashions from Nomads, Abaka, and OÖM – Message
Factory have arrived, our bookshelves are brimming, and as always we’ve got
lots of unique items from Japan. Thanks for shopping local – we hope to see
you soon! 250.358.2178; RavensNestBC@gmail.com; RavensNestBC.com;
and on Facebook.

Wilds of Canada Cycle

Bicycle sales and service
Open Thurs-Fri, 10 am-5 pm
Drop-off service for bicycle repairs. Call for appointment: 250-358-7941

Valley Voice

Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

Kaslo Community Pharmacy

Open Mon-Friday 10-5 Please call before coming up
250-358-2121 • rich@krazykustoms.ca

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Kaslo Mechanical

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Kootenay Kustoms Auto Repair

SILVERTON

Silverton Building Supplies

Open Monday-Saturday 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Hand sanitizer is provided. Please observe distancing.
We look forward to serving you!
250-358-2293

Silverton Camp Cafe

Under new ownership! Everything fresh baked daily.
Spring hours Wednesday-Saturday 9:30-2:30
Sunday 10-2
780-660-3784

SLOCAN

Sunnyside Naturals

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Woodbury Resort

Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre

Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm,
Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out
service available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID
protocols in place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market

SLOCAN VALLEY

Open. Limiting number of customers in the store. Providing gloves and masks
to shoppers.
We are accepting orders by phone for pick-up for those who prefer not to
enter the store. We are also offering delivery services on a weekly basis.
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

Glacier View Service

WINLAW

NEW DENVER
Open 7 days, 8 am - 6 pm
250-358-2445

New Denver Community Pharmacy

Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2524, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”)
309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can
with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills.
If you are self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre

The Botanical Dispensary is open Thursday - Saturday 12-4.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or phone 250226-7744.
We offer a $10 local ship rate, orders over $75 are shipped free.
Visit our online shop: https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/
Colleen Emery, Cl.H, RHT (BCHA) is seeing clients onsite and online or via
phone. New clients are welcome.
All classes and programs are hosted onsite and online.

Mama Sita’s

Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. 8 am-8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

It pays to advertise in the Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free 1-833-501-1700 for details
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RDCK board, May 20: Building boom prompts quick project turnaround
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A nearly 1,000-page agenda
package greeted directors at last
month’s Regional District of Central
Kootenay meeting. From land-use
decisions to the auditor’s 2020
report to revising land-use bylaws,
there was a lot to discuss. RDCK
decisions about housing and grants
are elsewhere in this edition of the
paper: here are some of the other
relevant discussions for Valley Voice
readers.

budget, thus the rush.
“Staff has determined that with
the volatility of construction material
pricing and the high volume of
construction activity in the area, that
an award of contract in the near future
is advisable,” the report states.
To meet the tight timelines, staff
will need to evaluate and award the
construction services contract outside
of the usual board meeting schedule.

Faster internet for south
Slocan Valley?

Skyrocketing construction costs
are affecting everyone – even the
RDCK. The Regional District is
wasting no time doing upgrades to
the Slocan fire hall to get the job done
before it will cost even more.
The work includes the design
and construction of an additional 18’
x 30’ bay to house rescue apparatus,
and to address safety issues regarding
insufficient space for equipment
storage. The whole project will cost
just under $200,000.
To get costs locked down, staff
said with board approval they’d issue
an RFP for the expansion by the end
of May, award the contract by June,
and get the work done by the end
of the year. “The expansion will
be basic in design, in construction,
and in finishing in order to stay on
budget,” says a report from staff. “It
will either be attached to the building
or a separate building, whichever is
more cost effective.”
The report to directors said staff
may be required to negotiate with
the successful proponent in order to
ensure that the project stays within

A proposal by a local internet
service provider to install its
equipment on the Passmore Fire
Hall got a welcome approval from
the RDCK directors.
Columbia Wireless approached
the board in April, asking to install
a connection to the Telus fibreoptic internet line at the Passmore
fire hall. It would then be able to
improve speeds and connectivity –
and provide better communication
for emergency workers up and down
the valley.
The trade of space-for-speed
will clear a big hurdle for the
department’s upgrade in emergency
communication, involving a system
called Radio over IP (RoIP) taking
place this year.
“A necessary precondition for
this would be the completion of the
broadband connectivity upgrade
in the form proposed by either
Columbia Wireless or CBBC in
the Slocan Valley,” a report to the
board stated. “By moving to RoIP
for primary dispatch and using the
telephone interconnect as a backup,
fire departments will be able to
maintain a constant open connection

by Jan McMurray
Details on the Kaslo River Bridge
replacement project were provided to
Kaslo council at the May 25 council
meeting by Ministry of Transportation
representatives Robbie Kalabis and
Rocky Vanlerberg.
There won’t be long traffic delays,
they said. The maximum delay allowed
by the ministry is 20 minutes, but
Kalabis said delays wouldn’t be near
that long in this case.
Starting right away, single-lane
traffic on the existing bridge was
expected for about 14 days while
the contractor, BD Hall, started on
the sewer main crossing under the
highway.
In about mid-June, a temporary
detour bridge will be installed. The
detour bridge will be single lane with
portable traffic signals at either end.
Kalabis explained that the signals will
be activated by traffic coming to a stop
at the stop line, so it’s important that
traffic stops right at the stop line for the
signals to activate properly. Emergency
vehicles will be given priority in
an emergency situation whenever
possible, he said, to ensure they get
through the site as quickly as possible.
Access to South Beach will be
affected by the project. “Unfortunately,
it isn’t possible to allow people to
walk through an active construction

site whenever they wish, due to safety
concerns,” Kalabis said.
The access to South Beach is
privately owned property, so Kalabis
said people who want to go there would
have to first make arrangements with
the property owners and then with BD
Hall to escort them through the site
when construction activities allow.
By the end of the project, River
Lane will no longer connect to
Highway 31, as this is an unsafe
condition, Kalabis said. Instead, access
to the highway will be closed and
a hammerhead turnaround will be
constructed at the end of River Lane
closest to the highway. A concrete
wall will be constructed between
the highway and the hammerhead
turnaround. Before the wall can be
built, the Village’s watermain needs to
be relocated so it can be easily accessed
for future maintenance.
Kalabis said the project is in
line with the ministry’s Active
Transportation initiative, which
provides better accommodations for
pedestrians and cyclists. “People will
definitely feel safer crossing this bridge
by whichever means they prefer once
construction is complete,” he said.
For more information, contact
Robbie Kalabis, regional project
manager at rob.kalabis@gov.bc.ca or
778-671-9286.

Slocan fire hall upgrades

Details on Kaslo River Bridge
project provided by MOTI reps

on their primary to the fire dispatch
centre.”
After clearing the agreement
legally, and with no objections from
any operational department, directors
gave it the go-ahead.
Columbia Wireless has indicated
it could have the equipment installed
a month after the board made its
decision. When Valley residents will
see the improvements, and just what
the difference will be, hasn’t been
announced.

Factor 5 warps ahead

Kaslo and area’s recovery from
the pandemic will be guided by
the Factor 5 consulting group. The
RDCK board of directors agreed to
award the agency with a sole-source
contract to aid the community’s
recovery from the pandemic. The
project is worth $191,000 and is
funded with a provincial grant under
the Community Economic Recovery
and Infrastructure Program.
Factor 5 will develop a Rural
Recovery Plan for the Area D and
Kaslo region for the local economic
development commission, with a
focus on agriculture. It has a headstart on the project, having spent the
last two years working in the region
on economic development studies
under the Rural Dividend funding
program. They also wrote the grant
proposal for this contract.
“Based on that proposal, the Kaslo
and Area EDC has recommended to
the board that Factor 5 be awarded
this contract on sole-source basis
due to the efficiencies that will be
gained by continuing with them as
contractor,” said a report to the board.
“Much of the work to be done under
this contract will be subcontracted to
local contractors, including the Kaslo
Food Hub.”
The RDCK says it wants to make
sure any plan includes “a long-term
economic development structure that
includes the Kaslo and Area Chamber
of Commerce.” The Chamber also
got a grant from ETSI-BC to hire
a consultant for six months who’ll

work in in partnership with Factor 5.

Calling Kootenay Lake
Control

The board is extending an
invite for the Canadian head of the
International Kootenay Lake Board
of Control to meet with the RDCK.
Board Chair Aimee Watson says
the Regional District should know
more about changes being discussed
about the group’s operations.
The Board of Control – an arm of
the International Joint Commission
that oversees the implementation of
the Columbia River Treaty –is mostly
a technical board that controls the rise
and fall of Kootenay Lake, which is
part of the Columbia River system.
The RDCK motion notes there’s
a policy paper being developed about
the operation of the BoC, and this is a
good time to get the public involved
in the process.
Watson said now would be a
good time for the BoC to come
“and inform the RDCK directors on
the white paper process, including
the purpose, geographic scope and
public review opportunities, and
further, that the RDCK inquire
how local government or informed
citizens in the Kootenay Lake area
can participate in the Kootenay Lake
Board of Control, including being
appointed as members on the board as
is the case with other boards.”
“So far, Kootenay Lake has
been confined to the engineers and
managers of the lake system,” said
Ramona Faust in supporting the
motion. “This is a request to open it

up, because the [International Joint
Commission] has been asked for a
long time to do something different,
and they created a white paper about
what that should be. So it would be
nice to hear from them.”
Director Garry Jackman said he
looked forward to the meeting, and
in 20 years of dealing with the group
had found them open and willing to
communicate.

Nakusp emergency
coordinator

The RDCK is renewing its
emergency services agreement with
the Village of Nakusp.
The RDCK’s board of directors
approved renewing the hours for an
Emergency Program Coordinator
(EPC).
Under the agreement, the
Village’s fire chief provides 14
hours of emergency response services
every two weeks, working with the
local contacts in communities from
Nakusp to Silverton.
“Having a resource in Nakusp
provides response capacity for the
northwest portion of our region,
including west of the Columbia,”
said Chris Johnson, Manager of
Community Sustainability. “Without
this contract in place, our nearest
resource would be a three-hour drive
away from large areas of our region.”
The report notes staff explored
an option to not extend this contract,
however concluded “the risk to the
local area would be at an unacceptable
level with the resulting increased
response times.”
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Calgary artist’s works on display at Studio Connexion in Nakusp
submitted
The Studio Connexion Gallery
in Nakusp launches its sophomore
event of the 2021 season this week
with the magnificent, engaging
works of Calgary artist Janet B.
Armstrong.
Armstrong has been painting for

more than 35 years in studio and ‘en
plein air,’ or on location in nature.
Landscapes, animals and vintage
scenes are some of her favourites.
She works with oils on surfaces large
and small. Some of her works have
been seen in various publications
including Arabella magazine.

Welcome to our 13th gallery season
May 14-29:
June 1-19:
June 22-July 10:
July 13-31:
Aug. 4-21:
Aug. 25-Sept. 11:
Sept.14-Oct. 2:

Marc Grandbois
Janet B. Armstrong
Delreé Dumont
Maureen Howard
Denyse Marshall
Perry Haddock
Brigitte Desbois

Gallery Open ONLY by Appointment: Tues. - Sat. 11 am to 4 pm 250-265-8888
203 Fifth Avenue NW Nakusp

Armstrong studied at the Alberta
College of Art, the Burlington Art
Centre and the University of Calgary.
This September, she is coming to
Nakusp to attend the Marc Grandbois
painting workshop.
Armstrong is an Associate
Signature Member of the Federation
of Canadian Artists. She also has
her designation from the Society of
Canadian Artists.
Her exhibition at Studio
Connexion Art Gallery runs from
June 1 to June 19. Gallerist Anne
Beliveau says they are hoping to
have a live event on the gallery’s
Facebook page.
The gallery hours are 11 am
to 4 pm, Tuesday to Saturday.
Appointments are recommended, but
you can also come by chance. Studio
Connexion is located at 203 Fifth
Ave. NW in the heart of Nakusp.

For more info, contact gallerist
Anne Béliveau at 250-265-8888, or

visit studioconnexiongallery.com or
the Facebook page.

A piece of equipment used to diagnose eye problems is the latest addition to the Slocan Community
Health Centre, thanks to a $5,000 contribution from the health centre auxiliary. The slit lamp will enable
doctors and nurses in New Denver to deal with procedures like removing foreign objects from eyes,
without sending patients on to a higher level of care. Over the past two years, the auxiliary has provided
about $15,000 for various medical devices for the centre – and for games for Pavilion residents. Nicole
Miller, RN, Barb Lahner, auxiliary president, and Dr. Chuck Burkholder are pictured here with the slit lamp.

Fay Irene Mys
October 24, 1942 –
May 22, 2021

It is with great sadness that
we announce the passing of our
beloved Fay Irene Mys (Kunce).
Fay passed peacefully into the
arms of her Savior, Jesus Christ on
Saturday, May 22, 2021. She is no
longer in pain and is rejoicing and
dancing in the presence of her Lord.
Fay was born October 24,
1942 to Hal & Pauline Kunce in
High Prairie, Alberta, the oldest
of 5 children and was raised in
White Rock, BC. Fay moved to
the interior in 1966. Fay put herself
through nursing school while raising her 4 children. She worked at
Kelowna General Hospital and Vernon Jubilee hospital as well as caring
for autistic children at home and worked as a midwife during her years
in Cherryville. Fay married Mike Mys in the summer of 1980. Pappy
was the love of her life. They were married for over 40 years before he
passed in August 2018.
Fay was very creative and well known in the Nakusp/Fauquier area
as the cinnamon blossom lady at the Needles Ferry! Fay also ran a thrift/
craft shop at the Needles Ferry called the Funky Flea where she created
and sold her beautiful wares. In recent years she loved to make tie-dye
T-shirts and prepared everything needed to show her great grandchildren
how to make their own tie-dye T-shirts. Fay deeply loved and was devoted
to her family and her community. She invested in the lives of many children
in the area, picking them up for Sunday school and even had them put
painted handprints on her van. Fay was always serving and loving others
putting others ahead of herself and was passionate about sharing her love
for Jesus with everyone she knew.
She is predeceased by her husband Mike, son Danny, sister Audrey
(Webster) and brothers Leonard & Freddy and step-son Bill. She is
survived by her 3 children Gail (Randy Zarr), Micheal (Wanda Agar)
and Dennis (Nancy Agar) and 4 Stepchildren Carolyn. Susan (Ivan),
Mike (Ellie) & Johnny (Diana). Grandchildren Chelsea, RJ (Christy),
Kore, Hannah (Patrick), Jordan (Riley), Danett (Erik), Travis (Stephanie),
Matthew, Daniel (Rachelle), Marcy(Mark), Kerry, Melissa, Lewis, Ashley
(Jeremy), and Great Grandchildren Daniel, Landon, Nevaeh, Axel, Isaiah,
Gabriel, Savory, Hawksley, Orland, Jack, Jackson, Emelia, Samantha,
Elizabeth, Colt, Rebecca, Jonathan, Olivia and her sister Bonny (Festing),
step-brothers David & Arthur (Paul) and numerous nieces and nephews.
To leave a personal message of condolence, please see the Valley
Funeral Home website. https://www.valleyfh.ca/obituary/fay-mys/

A stunning photo of Slocan Lake by local photographer Isaac Carter is now on display on the grounds of the Slocan Community Health Centre.
The ‘display case’ is a bit unusual, but is perfect for this public art installation. The photo wraps the new generator that was installed last year on
the west side of the facility. Interior Health funded the project.

Slocan Community Health Centre
Auxiliary’s Pavilion Garden
Committee presents
A Silent Art Auction
at The Hidden
Garden Gallery in
New Denver at
112 Slocan Avenue

June 22nd to June 27th From 10 am until 3 pm each day
Bids will be accepted until June 27th at noon
Beautiful pieces by Les Weisbrich, Anita Dumins,
Denyse Marshall, Jesse Schpakowski & many more
All proceeds to the preservation of the gardens

GOLDEN-MANTLED
GROUND SQUIRREL YOGA

You might catch it stretching like a yoga
master or rubbing its cheek against a
rock like a cat or gazing at you in friendly
curiosity. A golden-mantled ground
squirrel looks like a chipmunk whose
stripes have slipped from its back and
cheeks to its sides, with reddish fur
on its head and forepaws and a white
eye ring.

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order
to: Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
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This year’s theme at the Whole School is interconnectedness. The students expressed what this meant to them by creating these tiled mosaics as part of
their art class. The tiles were glued into the students’ personal design then each piece was grouted and prepared for hanging before they were sent home.

The Kaslo May Days parade on Monday, May 24 wound through many streets in lower and upper Kaslo, lasting almost an hour. The pouring rain
did not stop residents from watching from street corners. The tradition of soaking the grads with water balloons, etc, was adhered to, and the
grads had an even wetter experience than usual!

This year’s May Days parade in New Denver on Sunday, May 23 was small and energetic. The
fire trucks led the way, and the rear was brought up by Kathy Hartman and Leah Main (and
Fennec the dog) in a garishly decorated Karmann Ghia. When asked about the celebration,
Rhonda Bouillet from the May Days Committee said they just felt they needed to do it for
continuity, even though they knew it would be small. “This is 114 years of May Days parades,”
she said. “We really didn’t want to break the chain.”

14
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Tiny clam may play big role in protecting wetland
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A Slocan Valley conservation
group says the discovery of a rare,
tiny species of clam may help aid
efforts to protect a valuable wetland
in the north Slocan Valley.
“It’s a key indicator of the health
of our watershed,” says Wendy
King, president of the Slocan Lake
Stewardship Society (SLSS) and the
lead on the Bonanza Biodiversity

Corridor study.
Researchers working for
SLSS stumbled across the tiny
Herrington’s fingernail clam in April
while guiding visitors on a tour of
the wetland area around Summit
Lake, between Hills and Nakusp.
“Our chief biologist, or
ecologist, Ryan Durand was just
walking along, and he’s our Species
at Risk expert. He saw this little
clam and picked it up and recorded

Lois “Joelene” Curr (Gorrell)
February 1942 – June 2020

On this, the 1st anniversary of your passing, you live on in
our hearts and our minds.
Wife, mother, sister, grandmother, aunt, nurse, mentor, friend.

“If I had my life to live over, I’d dare to make more mistakes, relax, be sillier
than I have been this trip, take more chances, eat more ice cream and less beans,
ride more merry-go-rounds, and pick more daisies.”
How I want to be remembered?
“What you see is what you get. I would remember you the same way.”

“Laugh and the world laughs with you, sing and the hills will answer, be glad
and your friends are many, succeed and give as it helps you live.”
Thanks for the memories.

his discovery,” says King.
The Herrington’s fingernail clam
is the size of a child’s fingernail. At
less than eight millimetres (about
1/3 of an inch), the clam is bluelisted, meaning it is thought to be
vulnerable in its locale.
“It’s typically found in more
coastal areas, and the registry has
only recorded nine occurrences in
BC,” says King. “So it’s either not
really discovered, or there hasn’t
been a lot of confirmation.”
(There have recently been other
sightings of the clam, further south
in the valley, so it may be more
widely distributed in BC than
realized.)
The clam has a fascinating life,
thriving in temporary creeks and
ponds created by spring runoff. As
summer dries the land, the clams
bury themselves in the wet sub-soil,
awaiting the next freshet.
The clam isn’t the only rare
species found in the Bonanza
Corridor. King says in the last three
years of their survey, assessment,
and restoration work, they’ve
confirmed at least one ‘red-listed’
species, 18 other blue-listed ones,
and 400 yellow-listed species, from
lichen to invertebrates to mammals.
The discoveries haven’t been
made by luck alone: SLSS has
been working on trying to restore
habitat, improve the water flow and
identify areas of particular need of
protection.
But the tiny clam may help the
stewardship society to convince
governments to create further
protections for the corridor, which
King says is unique for its water
systems.

“Even though a railway has
gone through here, and there’s
been clearcutting and lots of forest
burns, it still remains a biodiversity
hotspot,” she says. “And in part it’s
due to the hydrology – the amount
of water that feeds through. It’s a
huge filter. It’s alive all the time even
when it’s dry.”
It also helps the area is mostly
Crown land, without a lot of ongoing
development or human impact that’s
taken place over the last century.
Still, much work remains to
be done before stronger measures
can be taken to protect the little
clam and its more – and less –
impressive neighbours in the
corridor. The society’s project
ends this year, and a report will
be drawn up this fall. Then work
begins with the provincial, local
and aboriginal governments and
the local community to try to come
up with a strategy and protective
framework for the wetlands.
King feels the discovery of
the clam should also redouble
efforts to protect the area from
invasive species being carried into
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the corridor, which is popular for
recreational boaters, fishers, hikers
and bikers.
“It’s really important we
understand aquatic invasives could
upset this balance extremely quickly,
and that’s why we have to be
even more alert about even kayaks
going into those waters,” she says.
“We’re in a pristine environment
and the water quality is really
good because of the filtering in the
Bonanza Corridor. It’s the highest
concentration of wetlands in the
Slocan watershed. They are our
big filter.”
This little clam, even though
you’d likely overlook it if you were
just walking by, may help shelter
other creatures in the corridor – rare
or not.
“Right now, the environmental
and conservation community is in a
state of flux, because we’re starting
to see we need to represent not just
one species, but have a suite of
species, because they all represent
something about the health of that
watershed or that drainage,” says
King.

The blue-listed Herrington’s fingernail clam was recently discovered in the Bonanza Biodiversity
Corridor in the north Slocan Valley.
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Organizers cancel Hills Garlic Festival for 2021
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The Hills Garlic Festival will not
be taking place this summer.
“This decision was made with the
best interests of our small community
in mind,” says a notice on the festival
website. “We look forward to
welcoming vendors, patrons, and
volunteers in 2022.”
The Hills Recreation Society’s
board of directors chose to cancel the
popular annual event in New Denver
despite the easing of COVID-related
restrictions on gatherings and events,
says Ellen Kinsel, treasurer.
“The directors anguished over
the decision,” she says. “But we
had a course of action we decided
in the winter… the directors decided
that May would be our ‘drop-dead’
decision point, because already
waiting till May meant compressing
the work that needs to be done. To
carry it off would be difficult.”
When Provincial Health Officer
Bonnie Henry indicated earlier in May
that the Pacific National Exhibition
would not be allowed to take place this
year, Kinsel said she knew the course
of action they had to take.

“That was kind of our indicator it
was not going to be possible to hold
the Garlic Festival,” she says.
She said the decision came after
surveying its regular vendors. When
consulting with them about their
decision to cancel, they received
positive feedback.
“Nobody was ranting and raving,”
she chuckles. “They all said they
looked forward to being back in 2022.
So we’re very much hoping we’ll be
able to do this.”
Even if they had decided to go
ahead, it would have been a very
limited event, she says, with strict
limits to the number of vendors and
tickets sold to visitors.
“In addition to ticketing, we were
not going to have food or music,
because those are two things that keep
people on site,” says Kinsel. “We
wanted to have a system where people
would come, move in a flow past the
vendors and do their shopping, and
not have things that encourage them
to stay.”
Which sort of defeats the
purpose of a community festival, she
acknowledges.
“We feel very committed to

our vendors and we know many of
them are struggling, and we were
hoping we could provide them with
a marketplace, but it’s not going to
happen.”
The festival was cancelled in 2020
as well, when the first wave of the
pandemic was well underway.
The festival is an important
revenue generator for the tiny Hills
Recreation Society, raising up to
$15,000 annually to fund youth
recreation and other community
activities throughout the year. They
managed to hang in last year with
reserves they had in store, says Kinsel,
and help from the Slocan Valley
Legacy Society and RDCK Area H
Director Walter Popoff.
While Popoff’s grant will keep
the lights on in the Hills Community
Hall, the other groups the Recreation
Society supports are out of luck for a
second year.
“We feel really badly that we are
not going to be able to contribute to
other organizations again this year,”
she says. “That’s a great loss, we
feel, but there’s not much we can do
about it.”
Using other funding sources, the

by Jan McMurray
What happens when an
entrepreneur meets a power
equipment repairman on the street
in Kaslo?
They open up Kaslo Power
Equipment – a parts and repair
service for chainsaws, lawn mowers,
trimmers, snowblowers, generators,
ATVs, snowmobiles, dirt bikes and
more.
Larry Chambers, entrepreneur,
was walking down the road near his
house on Arena Avenue when he
bumped into an experienced power
equipment repairman. “I knew there
was a need for this in town, so I rolled
it around in my mind for a couple

of months,” Chambers said. “That’s
how it got started.”
It certainly seems like a good
match. Chambers has a shop on his
property at 602 Arena Avenue, and
the repairman has all the tools and
equipment he needs to do the job.
“We have a good working
relationship and we’re slowly
drumming up business,” Chambers
commented.
The repairman has 40 years’
experience, and specializes in Stihl
and Husqvarna chainsaws, Chambers
says. He is fairly new to Kaslo and
has lived in Smithers and 100 Mile
House.
Chambers moved to Kaslo with

his wife, Lawna Bourassa, four years
ago. They have recently opened
Driftwood Arts and Crafts in the
old Pennywise space downtown.
Chambers has owned several
businesses since he was in his 20s,
he says.
To make an appointment at Kaslo
Power Equipment, you can call
250-353-3041 or drop by. “We have
very friendly customer service,” said
Chambers.

Kaslo Power Equipment opens in Kaslo

society has managed to continue to
support what activities it can, she
says, like local ski trail maintenance
and helping some youth participate
in activities.
Festival fans can continue to
support the community and its vendors
by visiting the festival website vendors

17
page (www.hillsgarlicfest.ca) and
making purchases from its member
vendors directly.
Kinsel says the festival board will
meet next December to start planning
the next festival – depending, of
course, on where the virus is taking
the world by then.

Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson
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Funding jeopardized for program that helps cannabis growers get legal
by Jan McMurray
Hundreds of marijuana growers
in the Kootenays have benefited from
the Cannabis Business Initiative
Transition program of Community
Futures Central Kootenay, but the

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

funding for the program may dry up
when the two-year contract with the
Province comes to an end on July 9.
“We were hoping for an extension
given the success of the project, but
we were recently informed that
COVID recovery priorities for the
funding pool would likely take
priority,” said Paul Kelly, manager
of the initiative.
Kelly explained that Community
Futures applied for Labour Market
Project funding from the Ministry
of Social Development and Poverty
Reduction in 2019. The application
was successful, and the Cannabis
Business Transition Initiative was
launched in July 2019 with $675,000
from the provincial government.
The proposal had support from
the local MLA (Michelle Mungall)
and key government officials, Kelly
said. “We could all see that the
impact of legalization could be a
blessing or a curse for our 2,500 or so
local producers – representing about
5,700 jobs – in the Regional District
of Central Kootenay,” Kelly says.
“We saw how critical small business
start-up support would be to the

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

Home Owner Grant Applications

Starting May 1st, 2021 Home Owner Grant (HOG) applications
are to be made directly to the Province of BC.
Program eligibility remains unchanged; however, municipalities
are NO LONGER accepting applications for the HOG. Learn
more & apply: www.gov.bc.ca/homeownergrant or Phone
1-888-355-2700.

Wildlife Attractants

The warmer weather has shown an increase of bear (or other
wildlife species) sightings in and around the Village. A reminder
for all of us to do our part in keeping our community safe by
managing the wildlife attractants around our homes. This
includes keeping garbage in a secure location before morning
of collection in accordance with the Village of New Denver Solid
Waste Management Bylaw No. 581, 2004.
If you see a bear in your area:
• Go indoors. Stay calm and do not run or taunt the
animal.
• Alert your neighbours.
• For more tips on a “wildsafe” yard, and for information
on options such as electric fencing, go to www.
wildsafebc.ca.
• Report human-wildlife conflicts to the BC Conservation
  Officer Service at 1-877-952-7277.  

Sprinkling Regulations

Residents are reminded that Stage 1 sprinkling restrictions in
the Village of New Denver are implemented annually. Effective
June 1st through September 15th of each year, there shall be
no sprinkling between the hours of 10:00 am and 6:00 pm.

Open Burning Regulations

Residents are reminded that open burning is prohibited within
the Village of New Denver from May 15th to September 30th,
except for cooking fires contained within a barbeque pit or
fire pit having a surface area not greater than four (4) square
feet; or within a manufactured gas, coal or electric barbeque.
Please note that during periods of extreme fire hazard,
campfire bans may be in effect. For more information contact
the Village Office.
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca

successful economic transition of the
industry – which would all depend
on how many growers were able to
create a viable niche for themselves
in the legal market before ramp-up of
stronger enforcement action against
illicit production.”
The program has provided
guidance to hundreds of growers
and has had 53 official intakes, Kelly
reports. Eleven of those are now
licenced, with another five outdoor
micro cultivation licences expected
soon. Most of the program’s clients
are micro cultivation businesses.
In addition to business and
licencing and operations support,
Community Futures has issued
$1.7 million in construction and
operating loans to seven businesses
in the sector.
Kelly says Community Futures
Central Kootenay is working with
the Province on funding solutions,
and has approached the federal

government. “We are not sure at this
point whether either pitch will catch,
but we have our fingers crossed,” he
said. “We would love to hear from
other funders who are keen to see the
continuity of the cannabis economy
under the new legal regime.”
For long-term growth in the
sector, Kelly says project partners
who can step in for three to five years
would be ideal.
Although a fee for service model
is an option, it would create another
financial barrier to pursuing the
legal route, Kelly said. “If our
Kootenay growers are going to play
the legal game, they need to save
every penny for efficient, compliant
facility construction to be viable and
competitive.”
He says it’s a critical time for
Kootenay cannabis growers to move
toward licencing. Police are starting
to crack down on illegal growing
and selling, and the price difference

between legal and illicit cannabis has
narrowed significantly.
“Illicit cannabis sales provided
the economic diversity that
propped up our local economy
in past downturns, and if we lose
this opportunity to maximize its
contribution now that weed is legal,
we simply won’t have that buffer in
coming decades,” Kelly said.
The local Community Futures
office has helped support licencing
for over 20% of the micro cultivation
facilities in BC to date. “That’s a
pretty impressive start for our small
region,” Kelly says. “What would
be more impressive is if the majority
of the 2,500 cultivation sites in our
district that are producing right now
could transition to the legal market.
We could once again become the
epicentre of Canadian cannabis
production instead of losing this
economic crown now that it’s finally
legal.”

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The class action lawsuit launched
by residents of the Slocan Valley
after the 2013 fuel spill in Lemon
Creek has been given the go-ahead
to go to trial… again.
Judge D.M. Masuhara ruled on
May 21 the lawsuit could go ahead,
after changing some of the specifics
of the suit to reflect a higher court
decision.
The lawsuit stems from the
July 2013 spill of 35,000 litres of
jet fuel into Lemon Creek by a
transport driver making a delivery
to a firefighting operation. The spill
forced thousands of people up to
40 kilometres downstream in the
Slocan Valley to evacuate the area.
The spill also killed fish and forced
residents to get alternate sources of
drinking water for themselves and
livestock for days. Residents who
were affected by the spill launched
the suit for damages.
Masuhara, the chambers judge
reviewing the certification, ruled
in 2017 the class action could go
ahead – the first time such a class
action environmental lawsuit had
been approved in British Columbia.
But the defendants in the case – the
helicopter company, fuel-delivery
company, the truck driver, and
provincial government – appealed.
The BC Court of Appeal found
issue with some of the particulars of
the issues to be decided (called the
“common issues”), and remitted, or
sent the matter back, to Masuhara for
a re-determination according to the
higher court’s reasons.
After implementing the changes
outlined by the Court of Appeal,
Masuhara re-certified the lawsuit as
a class action.
“I find that a class proceeding
is the preferable mechanism for
resolving the certified common
issues,” he said in his judgement.
“It was encouraging in that
another hurdle was cleared in
advancing the action,” says David
M. Aaron, one of the lawyers leading
the class-action suit. “Because it

would be prohibitive for every
class member to retain the experts
that we’ve retained in the fields of
biology, chemical engineering, and
environmental impact. It would be
highly inefficient for there to be
thousands of individual trials each
determining the same question of
who is at fault for the transgressions,
if any, that resulted in the fuel spill.
“Now that question is going
to be determined in one action, in
one court, on behalf of all class
members.”
The latest hurdle cleared is a
big one, but it is very far from being
over. The defendants may appeal this
latest decision. Even if they don’t,
it may be years before a decision
is rendered, and that decision could
face its own appeals.

“The judicial process is often
slow and laborious, but that’s what
it takes to get things right. We’ve
had to stick to this matter at the
Court of Appeal, and back to the
chambers judge, and we’re still only
past the procedural question of what
the appropriate modality is for the
action,” says Aaron. “Now that has
been determined as a class action.
We’re going to hold the defendants
accountable under that procedure,
and it’s important the people of
the Slocan Valley and in particular
the members of the class exercise
patience.
“Sometimes the wheels of justice
move very slowly.”
The deadline for appealing this
latest decision is June 21. A trial date
won’t be set until that period is over.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The chair of the board of
education for Arrow Lakes School
District 10 says the district will
consult with the public before
entering into any agreement with
a company looking at logging near
Burton.
Christine Dixon announced at
the board meeting on May 18 that
the district had been approached by
Stella-Jones, a logging company
which has forest tenure rights in
the Burton area. Part of its tenure
includes an area up the mountain
slope from Burton Elementary
School.
“Stella-Jones has requested
that the board of education for
School District 10 consider
granting road access through the
existing Ruby Ridge Road and
to further construct a road across
school district property in order to
access timber that has experienced
fir beetle kill and infestation
in recent years,” Dixon said,
noting the matter was discussed
in camera by the board in April.
At that meeting, Dixon said, the

logging company shared maps of
the proposed road construction
across SD 10 property and also
identified the proposed cutblocks
up the mountain in areas to the
east above the school as well as
proposed cutblocks located to
the northeast on slopes above the
community of Burton.
“At the time, the board
also made a motion that public
consultation on the logging plan
and proposed road access be
sought, given the importance of this
issue to the public, and relevance
to the Burton community,” she
said.
Dixon stressed the board
has not made a decision on the
matter of road access across the
Burton School property, and, in
order to comply with ministry
requirements, will engage in a
form of public consultation. In
later questioning, Dixon said a date
or format for that consultation had
not been set.
“Should anyone wish to
provide comment ahead of time,
please contact one of your SD 10
trustees,” she concluded.  

Lemon Creek fuel spill class action suit gets second go-ahead

Public to be consulted on
possible Burton logging plan
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Five groups join to form new rail trail society
submitted
F i v e S l o c a n Va l l e y
non-profit organizations
are working together and
have formed a new society
to partner with Rec Sites
and Trails BC (RSTBC)
to manage the RoseberyBonanza-Summit Lake rail
trail in the north end of the
valley.
The trail hugs the
shorelines of Slocan Lake,
Bonanza Creek and Summit
Lake. At both ends, it connects
to already established trails
that were also part of the
original CPR rail line laid in
the 1890s to haul ore from
Silvery Slocan mines to
Nakusp for shipment south
on the Columbia River. The
rails and ties were removed
in the late 1980s.
Prior to the CPR, in 1889,
surveyor George Dawson

documented a First Nations
foot trail that followed much
the same route.
The new society is
registered as the RoseberyBonanza-Summit (RBS) Trail
Alliance with an initial board
of directors. They include
the co-chairs of the former
Rosebery-Summit Lake Rail
Trail Steering Committee and
representatives of each of the
founding organizations: the
North Slocan Trails Society,
Hills Recreation Society,
Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society, Valhalla Hills Nordic
Ski Club and the Rosebery
Parklands Development
Society.
The constitution
gives the five founding
organizations the right to
board representation into
the future, and up to four
more directors can be elected

Cycling along the rail trail at Summit Lake.

Restorative Justice program
seeks volunteers
submitted
A program that seeks to heal
the community rather than punish
first-time offenders is looking for
volunteers. Kootenay Restorative
Justice has just received $29,750
from the federal government
to launch its new regional
program, encompassing the
RCMP detachments of Nelson,
Castlegar, Salmo, Nakusp and
New Denver.
This money will be used to
hire a coordinator for a full year of
expanding the program, training
new volunteers and building
capacity in the organization.
This job will be posted in local
job boards and newspapers
soon, officials say. The KRJ was
launched in the area in 2002, but
restorative justice principles have
been used within Canada’s penal
system for the past 40 years.
The idea has its roots in ancient
Indigenous teachings.

Restorative justice aims to
repair what has been broken
after a crime occurs, supporters
say. This process considers the
factors that have contributed
to the incident of harm, and
seeks to find an understanding
between the involved parties
to fix what has been damaged.
It then implements solutions to
restore the ‘right relationship’ and
prevent further harm.
Restorative Justice is
available to first-time youth
offenders and sometimes adult
first-time offenders, depending
on the crime.
The KRJ is looking for a
few more volunteers in Salmo,
Castlegar, Nakusp and Nelson
for its new initiative. If you have a
keen interest in restorative justice
and preferably a background in
social service work, find out more
by emailing KRJCoordinator@
kootenayrj.ca

by the membership. Along
with managing the rail trail,
the purposes cited in the
constitution are “to protect
and build appreciation for the
trail’s ecological biodiversity
and Indigenous and historical
values, through education
and other means,” and “to
ensure the rail trail corridor
remains in the public domain
in perpetuity.”
The new society has been
established in preparation for
October 31, 2021, the date
Rec Sites and Trails BC has
set to designate the rail trail
a provincially recognized,
non-motorized trail. This
decision came in January,
2020, after multi-year
discussions, environmental
impact assessments and other
studies that led to agreement
between trail user groups.
Each of the founding

organizations has been
actively involved with the
lakeside and/or Bonanza
Creek sections of the trail
over the years, and several
have projects ongoing this
year. North Slocan Trails
Society will complete
work on two bridges over
tributaries to Bonanza Creek
and a short bypass and bridge
over Cadden Creek in Hills.
Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society will be implementing
wetland restorations at the
Summit Lake marsh and at
the upper Bonanza Creek
wetland complex in the
fall. Valhalla Hills Nordic
Ski Club will be building
a seasonal detour around
the same wetland complex,
an active beaver area, and,
from this detour, eventually
will have a marked winteronly route to the club’s
base ski area on Highway
6. Construction detours or
temporary closures may be
in effect from time to time.
Other work happening
along the rail trail this year
includes Valhalla Foundation
for Ecology’s wetland
restoration at Snk’mip Marsh
Sanctuary at the north end of
Slocan Lake.
Trail conditions are
generally good this spring
on the rail trail with a few
exceptions. Rosebery to Hills
has a few muddy spots and
rough sections, and there is
significant flooding midway
along Bonanza Creek north
of Hills and along the marsh
at the south end of Summit
Lake. A rough, flagged
detour leads hikers around
the Bonanza Creek flooding,
but cyclists should consider
out-and-back trips from either
end of Bonanza Creek and

Four Seasons
Greenhouse & Nursery
Open 10-5 daily
5531 Slocan River Road, Winlaw
250-226-7254

Fruit trees: Apples, Pears,
Peaches, Apricots, Plums,
Cherries, Nectarines, Walnut &
Hazelnut trees.
Starting @ $59.99

Roses: David Austen, Climbing, Tea, Landscape
Perennials: over 300 new varieties Starting @ $6.99
• Strawberries, Raspberries, Haskap & Goji berries,
many small fruits
• Wasabi & Horseradish roots
• 7 varieties of Blueberries $18.99/1 gallon pot
• Trees & Shrubs, unusual Evergreens
• Soil, Fertilizer, Landscape Fabric
• Hanging baskets and manures

Your one-stop
shopping
nursery

from the north end of Summit
Lake.
All trail users should be
bear aware and take steps to
avoid, and be prepared for,
bear encounters. Right now,
grizzly bear warning signs
are posted at both ends of
the Bonanza Creek section
between north Hills and
Summit Lake. Black bears
can be expected along the
entire route spring through
fall. In late summer/early
fall, watch for signage in the
Summit Lake area related to
western toad migrations.
Right now is also bird
breeding season, and about
half of the local species breed

along this section of the rail
trail with its diverse habitat.
Walkers should remain in
the middle of the trail and not
wander off into the shrubbery.
If you do see a bird flush from
a nest, move along quickly;
eggs can get chilled if left
exposed for any length of
time. Dogs should be kept
under control.
In the coming months, as
the new RBS Trail Alliance
gets established, membership
will be available to individuals
and non-profit organizations
to join in support of operation
and maintenance of the trail.
Plans are also in progress for
a website and Facebook page.

• cement,
• premixed
cement,
• insulation,
• drywall

Large selection of fence posts,
gates & fencing!
– corral panels
Pet Food and Farm
Animal Feed

Peat Moss –
$19.99/bale

Sprinklers, hoses,
lawnmowers & weed
wackers in stock

Seeds

Sewer Pipe, Septic Tanks & Accessories

We are limiting people to 4 customers in the store at any one time

Manures – buy 10 and get 10%off
Straw bales $13.00
Proper face masks are required
Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday
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SD 10 board, May 18: Alternative grad options mulled as COVID lingers
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter

Drive-thru grad?

The pandemic continues to put
a damper on public gatherings –
disappointing news for this year’s
grad students.
“It looks like we’re going to see a
repeat of some of the restrictions that
happened last year,” Superintendent
Terry Taylor told the board.
New guidelines released in
May outline four ways to hold
graduation celebrations: a drivethrough ceremony, a learning-group
ceremony, individual ceremonies
(allowing four guests) and ‘travelling
roadshow’ ceremonies.
“These are tough choices, and
our principals and vice principals are
really struggling to figure out along
with grads, grad parents and staff
what would be best for their school,”
Taylor said.
“But it isn’t normal, and we
know our kids are missing some of
the things that are incredibly normal
around graduation.”

Mental Health outreach

School trustees were given a
rundown of a mental health outreach
program that’s been underway in the
Arrow Lakes School District since
the start of the year.
Aisha Mulhall was hired as a
Mental Health Outreach Co-ordinator

through special funding received
from the Province. Working in New
Denver and Nakusp, Mulhall reached
out to youth and built up a needs
assessment of programs the youth
wanted to see.
They came up with three afterschool programs to engage youth
in healthy, positive activities: an
‘empowerment painting’ program,
a manga-drawing workshop, and a
jewellery-making workshop. Soccer,
volleyball and rock climbing were
also top suggestions.
The programs were popular and
Mulhall told the board that she and
her co-facilitator were able to get kids
to open up, and they could provide
guidance and support – even referring
one student to counselling.
“It’s made a huge mark in a
positive way on the communities
working with youth,” said Assistant
Superintendent Peter Dubinsky,
commenting on Mulhall’s program.
“Work like this often goes unnoticed
because it’s done in part outside of the
instructional day, but also combines
inside the instructional day.”

SWAG finds connection
with youth

Shared Wisdom and Growth
(SWAG) is another program
developed this year to reach out to
students who were on the road to
leaving the education system.
“Across the board in North

Land Act
Notice of Application for a Disposition of Crown
Land

Take notice that I/We, Krestova Improvement District, from
Krestova, BC, have applied to the British Columbia Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development (FLNRORD), Kootenay Boundary Region, for a
Licence of Occupation for public works situated on Provincial Crown
Land located in the vicinity of Krestova, BC.
FLNRORD invites comments on this application, the Lands File
is 4406221. Written comments concerning this application should
be directed to Sr. Authorization Specialist, FLNRORD, Kootenay
Boundary Region, at 1902 Theatre Road, Cranbrook, BC V1C
7G1. Comments will be received by FLNRORD up to July 3, 2021.
FLNRORD may not be able to consider comments received after
this date. Please visit the website at http://comment.nrs.gov.bc.ca/
for more information.
Be advised that any response to this advertisement will be considered
part of the public record. Access to these records requires the
submission of a Freedom of Information (FOI) request. Visit http://
www.gov.bc.ca/freedomofinformation to learn more about FOI
submissions.

America and elsewhere we’re seeing
disengagement in the student body,”
said Lucerne principal Nick Graves,
who first developed the program
with teachers Katrina Sumrall and
Amanda Lytle. While in general
there’s always been a certain amount
of alienation and disengagement in
the school system, it was “those who
are cognitively disengaged… they
would tend to be less successful and
eventually drop out of school.”
Disengagement now is more
complex and varied than it used to be.
It can express itself as delinquency,
substance use, misbehaviour and
mental health issues, he said.
“We see it’s not just the C-minus
students – it’s a wide range. Designing
interventions needs to reflect those,”
he told the board.
“COVID contributed a lot,”
added Katrina Sumrall. “When the
year started, I knew of six youth who
were inclined to never start school
and they just said ‘its not for me, I
don’t want to, not interested.’”
So Sumrall started meeting with
others concerned about engagement
to try to come up with some ways to
work with these youth to reengage
them in the system. That drew
Amanda Lytle, distributed learning
teacher, into the conversation
and another central figure, New
Denver First Nations Elder Eloise
Charet. A member of the district’s
Indigenous Education Advisory
Committee, Charet has worked to
bring first peoples’ principles of
learning, Indigenous worldviews
and perspectives into the curriculum.
The group developed
programming – drawing heavily
on land-based and place-conscious
learning – and reached out to
students in Nakusp, New Denver, and
Edgewood who were disengaging.
And they listened to them.

“Those conversations —
allowing them to feel seen, and
heard, and understood – were really
special,” said Lytle.
What started out as a simple
idea has turned into a powerful
engagement tool.
“They started to create connection
and community, and kept coming
back week after week, which has been
incredible!” she said excitedly. “It has
been next level.”
“This program isn’t about
creating a different space,” concluded
Grave. “Its about taking the strengths
of all our communities and bringing
out students to those communities
and connecting them. So instead of
a separate school, we’re trying to
create something that connects all of
our schools.”
The district plans to continue the
SWAG program in the new school
year.

The ground has been broken for
the new Nakusp Child Care Centre at
Nakusp Elementary, and the general
contractor on the job, Cormac, is
reaching out to local subcontractors
looking for work. So far, three local
companies have been able to take
part in the project – Arrow Lakes
Redi-Mix, Trilar Sprinklers of New
Denver, and the Nakusp Home
Hardware. Taylor says anyone with
skills or services for the project
should reach out to the local site
manager.
“There have been a number
of RFPs that have gone out, and
sometimes our local folks are coming
in at bids that are higher than out-oftowners,” she told the board. “The
work is here, but sometimes the price
point has to be a little bit lower for
local folks to get it.”

The district is going to get three
new school buses – and reduce its
carbon footprint. That’s because two
of the vehicles will be electric.
“Two buses are replacements
for old busses requiring greater
servicing and repairs given mileage
and age, and one bus is to serve
the growing number of students at
Burton Elementary School,” Taylor
told the board.
It’s part of a ministry drive to
replace the entire provincial school
bus fleet with electric vehicles by
2030. An electric charging station
will be set up in Nakusp’s bus garage.
The systems are being set up with
plenty of support from federal and
provincial grants.
“Though less costly to operate
and much better for the planet,
initial purchase and infrastructure
costs are higher for electric buses
so this government support is much

Chair Christine Dixon said it best
about the district’s finances: “We look
pretty rich.”
That’s because the board has
more than $1 million in unrestricted
funds to spend – and a surplus overall
of more than $2.1 million.
The district’s operational
spending is also down, about 9%
less than at the same point last year.
“Obviously this year is not the
same as previous years. There’s been
a lot of volatility month to month,”
said assistant secretary-treasurer
Shelly Woolf. “Even though our
budgets went up, our spending is only
about $14,000 more than last year. So
that’s where the gap is happening.”
Woolf says she thinks overall
the more than $2 million surplus
is good news, as it “sets us up for
any unexpected things that might
come up for next year’s budget. “So
nothing to worry about there.”

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The Slocan Lake Arts Council
(SLAC) is reaching out to encourage
local painters, musicians, sculptors,
writers and crafters to sign up to
connect with their fellow artists and
the wider community.
The council is publishing a new
online directory as a kind of one-stop
shop for the arts in the valley.
“It’s a much-needed resource

for our growing and changing
community,” says Martine denBok,
president of the arts council. She
says the directory will “give the local
community and visitors a central
place where they can learn about and
connect with our incredible pool of
artists in one convenient location.”
DenBok says that will raise
the exposure for all participating
artists and increases the potential for
employment and networking with
other regional arts organizations
looking for BC talent.
“Alternatively, a local person
looking for a special locally made
gift or a musician for an event, can
browse potential artists and purchase,
hire or commission works directly,”
she adds.
DenBok says the directory is
overdue. As SLAC expands its
offerings of workshops, concerts and
gallery shows, it wants to make sure
that local artists are being given their
opportunities to be seen, heard and
supported, she says.
“The Slocan Valley is abundantly
rich with many different artists, but
we aren’t connected with all of them,”
she admits. “We’d like to diversify
and expand our programming to stay

fresh and to keep people engaged,
learning and growing from the
various experiences that art can
provide for us.”
And there will be spin-off
benefits, she predicts.
“We want our local youth to
grow and be uplifted and inspired
through new cultural and artistic
experiences,” she says. “In order
to do this, we need to be better
connected so we can inform our local
artists of the opportunities that are
available to them, be it grants from
local and government sources, or
direct employment or opportunities
from the arts council.”
The directory will be updated
with annual drives to attract new
artists, but registration is available
anytime. Maintenance of the
directory will be an annual check-in
via email to all participants.
To encourage artists to participate
now, SLAC is dangling a little carrot
with a contest – every artist that
registers prior to July 15 will have
their name put in a hat to win a $50
gift certificate to Cowan’s or Eddy’s
Music.
To sign up for the directory, visit
slocanlakeartscouncil.ca.

New buses

needed!” Taylor told the board.

Seeking local contractors

$2 million surplus

New artists’ directory aims to connect creative community

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
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Wide spot:
Moral
proximity

Smith – such as The No. 1 Ladies’
Detective Agency series – manage to
slip in considerable ethical reflection.
Another reason I love novels is that
they encourage me to imagine myself
into the life of another. I treasure this as
an escape. But it’s also a moral exercise,
according to the novelist/essayist David
James Duncan. He points out that “…
the ability to love neighbour as self is
beyond the reach of most people. But
the attempt to imagine thy neighbour
as thyself is the daily work of every
literary writer and reader I know.

Literature’s sometimes troubling,
sometimes hilarious depictions of those
annoying buffoons, our neighbours,
may be the greatest gift we writers give
the world when they become warm-up
exercises for the leap toward actually
loving our neighbours.”
One of the reasons I fell in love
with this community was that it felt
like a place where people were trying
hard to sort out how to love “those
annoying buffoons, our neighbours.” I
will change the details – we all know
a story just like this – but many years

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Historians say they found a
Kootenay connection in the chance
discovery of some long-lost film footage
of Canada’s worst maritime disaster.
Shots of two Silverton survivors
of the 1914 sinking of the Empress
of Ireland were found in the ancient
newsreel footage by Quebec media
historians Sébastien Hudon and Louis
Pelletier. The film, sold at an auction
in 2020, shows images of the arrival of
a ship carrying the bodies of several of
the disaster’s victims, and the unloading
of coffins at the dock in Quebec City.
Filmed by an early pioneer of film
news photography, it also contains
unique images of one of the disaster’s
heroes, Robert Crellin. He’s seen posing
in front of Chateau Frontenac with
Florence Barbour, the young girl he
rescued from the glacial waters of the
St. Lawrence River.
Crellin, from Silverton, saved
Florence, his neighbour’s young
daughter, who was on the boat with her
mother and sister. Left an orphan by
the sinking, she clung to Crellin in the
frigid waters of the St. Lawrence River
until they reached a lifeboat. He then
proceeded to rescue others. Florence
was one of only a handful of children

to survive.
The newly unearthed footage
testifies to the strong bond between the
young orphan and her rescuer.
“Florence went to live with her
paternal grandmother in England, much
to her dismay,” writes Kootenay historian
Greg Nesteroff. “She wanted Crellin –
whom she referred to as her Uncle Bob
– to raise her.”
After fighting in the First World War,
Crellin married in England and returned
to Silverton, where he lived out his days.
“I don’t know if they ever saw each
other again, or remained in touch at all,
but she finally returned to visit Silverton
in 1964, 20 years after his death, and 50
years after the disaster,” says Nesteroff.

The film has likely been unseen for
more than a century. It can now be viewed
online from Nesteroff’s blog The Kutne
Reader (https://gregnesteroff.wixsite.
com/kutnereader/post/the-empress-ofireland-s-lost-footage). The pair appear
near the end of the reel.
The Empress of Ireland was a
Canadian Pacific vessel enroute to
England when it was rammed by a
coalship early in the morning of May,
29, 1914. The ship sank in 15 minutes,
taking 1,012 of her 1,477 passengers and
crew members with her.
The location of this marine disaster,
which remains the worst in Canadian
history, has been classified as a Historic
Site of Canada since 2009.

by Oriah Leeson, for the Fair Trade
Committee and Nakusp Interact Club
Nakusp became a Fair Trade Town
in 2009, thanks to the efforts of students
from Nakusp Secondary School. Nakusp
was the first Fair Trade community in BC
and the fourth in Canada.
Fairtrade is an internationally
recognized certification system
dedicated to ensuring better prices,
decent working conditions, sound
environmental practices, and strong
business relationships for producers.
“Fairtrade is much more than merely
an environmental certification,” says
Enrique Calderon, a Fairtrade coffee
farmer from Costa Rica. “It is the only
and best ethical and social certification
that really ensures social, environmental,
ethical and economic impact, and
therefore human impact.”
Buying Fairtrade-certified products
is a way to guarantee that the products
we purchase are produced and sold
fairly. It ensures that everyone involved
in the process of buying and selling an
item benefits in the way that they should.
For a business to partner with
Fairtrade, they must abide by the

principles and use only products that
are also Fairtrade-certified. There
are ten major principles of Fairtrade.
Partners must provide opportunities for
disadvantaged producers, be entirely
transparent and accountable in their
communication, conduct trade fairly
and honestly, use mutually fair prices,
ensure the absence of forced or child
labour, be totally non-discriminatory,
ensure positive working conditions,
provide capacity building for employees,
promote Fairtrade, and act respectfully
toward the environment.
Today, there are around 30,000
unique Fairtrade products and over
660,000 certified farmers.
One of the best-known Fairtrade
products is coffee. Quality is always
assured as Fairtrade farmers spend at
least 25% of their Fairtrade premium to
enhance their coffee annually. In 2014,
Fairtrade coffee won 14 great taste
awards. Though it is true that Fairtrade
coffee can be slightly more expensive,
we must ask ourselves if it’s worth
saving a few bucks if we are endorsing
unfair labour conditions. Our purchasing
choices could change someone’s life.

by Therese DesCamp
I am an avid reader. Unlike my
high-minded family and friends,
however, I prefer novels to non-fiction.
A well-written novel can introduce me
to a whole new way of understanding
the world, like Richard Powers’ The
Overstory. Even the deceptively simple
novels of the ethicist Alexander McCall

Film discovery unearths near-forgotten
Silverton connection to marine disaster

Robert Crellin with Florence Barbour, whom he rescued during the 1914 sinking of the Empress of Ireland.
Both Crellin and Florence were from Silverton.

Fairtrade products worth buying,
Nakusp Fair Trade champions say
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ago, someone I knew messed with
someone else’s water. It was icy cold
on the property line between their
homes for years, until one neighbour
experienced a tragedy – and the other
stepped in to help.
In McCall Smith’s books, he often
makes reference to moral proximity,
a concept implying that we have a
responsibility to those in our presence:
presence being defined as sharing a
family, relationship, community, or
simply physical space. This ethical
principal causes his characters to
ponder their duty to strangers and those
they don’t like, often with surprising
results and frequently without clear
resolution other than the growth of their
compassion.
I think that poor rural communities
(and that’s what they say we are)
prove that humans can thrive on moral
proximity rather than wealth. When

there are so few of us, we know a
lot about each other – too much,
sometimes, for comfort. But this makes
it easier, if we’re so inclined, to imagine
ourselves into other’s lives. What if I
were the one with cancer? Whose home
burned down? Who lost a child?
I’m not thinking about this
simply because I’ve been reading
Alexander McCall Smith. Rather,
having knackered my knee, I find
myself heading into surgical repair
and convalescence. I also find myself
the recipient of the benefits of moral
proximity. Today, someone dropped by
with a load of books from the library.
Someone came over and weeded the
garden. Someone took Dolly for a long
hike. The coup de grace? Someone
brought a hardhat for the laneway
pig statue, and then stayed to pose it,
complete with sunglasses, bricks and
straw. Damn, I’m glad I live here.
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Kaslo Back Road paving project unpopular with residents
by Jan McMurray
Kaslo South Road (Back Road)
and Zwicky Road are scheduled for
paving, starting July 5, even though
many local residents are opposed to
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the project.
“We are strongly opposed to
the proposed plan to pave the Back
Road this summer,” said resident
Barb Cyr. “We, like many residents
on the Back Road, choose to live
here because it is just that: a ‘back
road.’”
Local citizens’ main concerns
are speed, traffic, safety, noise and
a lack of consultation.
“I am concerned about the
safety of my children and pets as
well as the increase in traffic and
noise,” Cyr said. “This road is well
travelled by many people who like
to walk on a quiet road and plenty of
people ride horses here, too. Right
now as we speak, my 10-year-old
daughter is riding a horse on the
Back Road.”
Carla Aldinger, who grew up
on the farm at the south end of the

Since
Since1986
1986

New summer clothing, great
grad cards, and lots of new
Brazilian crystals have arrived.
Now open every day.
250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

back road, says she is concerned
about wildlife. “On our farm, we
have a herd of 60 elk and some bear
families. If the road is paved, I’m
afraid of the consequences of speed
combined with wildlife.”
In response to the speeding
concern, a Ministry of Transportation
spokesperson said residents should
contact the RCMP if they believe
speeding is occurring. Residents,
however, say they rarely see the
RCMP in the area. “I don’t believe
that this road will be patrolled
nearly enough for people speeding,”
said Cyr.
Another nearby resident, Bill
Wells, points out in his letter to
the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure and other officials
that there was a lot of consultation
about the Kaslo Bridge replacement,
but none about this paving project.
“Why is that different? There are
~30 people who live along this
road from Aldingers to Balfour
Avenue in the Village of Kaslo.
The population of the north arm
of Kootenay Lake is not a large
one. It is possible to actually deal

with the people who live here. I
believe this is one of those times
that consultation is definitely in
order,” he wrote.
When asked if there had been
any consultation with residents,
a Ministry of Transportation
spokesperson said the school
district and regional district were
consulted. “The school district
supports the project, as it is a school
bus route, and the RDCK rural
director was notified in detail of
the planned improvements. Signs
will be posted ahead of the paving
job to communicate the plan and
ensure residents are aware of the
traffic control that will be in place.
We remind drivers to obey all signs
and traffic control personnel.”
The ministry says paved roads
have a number of advantages over
gravel roads, such as: “improving
safety by making the driving
experience more comfortable;
supporting the reliability of the
highway system in terms of the
movement of goods and services;
minimizing delay times caused by
maintenance activities and generally

enhancing tourism and the aesthetics
of the area, which helps generate
localized economic benefits.”
The road is being resurfaced with
a material called reclaimed asphalt
pavement (RAP). The ministry
spokesperson explained that RAP
is produced by grinding existing
asphalt pavement surfaces and is
regularly generated in ministry
resurfacing and construction
projects.
“RAP is recognized within the
paving industry as a high-value
product, and as it is recycled, so
there is environmental benefit.
The placement and location of this
material was carefully considered
among all our roads, and Kaslo
South Road and Zwicky Road
are both ideal candidates for this
improvement.”
It seems that few local residents
would concur.
“In addition to significant
concerns about speed and safety, I
just like living on a dirt road,” said
Cyr. “It’s cooler, smells better, feels
better and it seems many neighbours
agree.”

by Jan McMurray
• There will be a designated spot
for drop-off and pick-up at the public
dock. Council directed staff to order
a sign and mark off an area after
receiving the suggestion in a letter
from public dock day users. The
couple said a designated ‘no parking’
spot would be very helpful for
picking up people and supplies for
day trips, “since it’s near impossible
to enforce the two-night maximum
at the public dock.”
• Efforts continue to get the
promised 10-bed expansion at the
the Victorian Community Health
Centre. Hospital Expansion
Committee members Sheila Roberts
and Val Koenig spoke about their

efforts at the May 17 Kaslo & Area
D Health Select Committee. The
Village will send a letter to Diane
Shendruck of Interior Health with
copies to Health Minister Adrian
Dix and MLA Brittny Anderson
regarding the promised 10 beds, and
MLA Anderson will be invited to a
Health Select Committee meeting.
• Kane’s Landing Corner Store
in Upper Kaslo will be building a
gazebo for outdoor seating. Their
Development Variance Permit to
reduce the side yard setback from 4.5
metres to 0.6 metres was approved.
• Council supported the
appointment of Paul Hinrichs to
the Nelson Kootenay Lake Tourism
board of directors, as the Kaslo and
Area D representative. Hinrichs is
the Kaslo Jazz Fest executive/artistic
director.
• North Kootenay Lake
Community Services is planning
another scavenger hunt along the
waterfront trail, June 18-20. Council
approved the installation of the
temporary signs.
• Signage for the new lawyers’
office in the KSCU building
downtown has to go through a
Heritage Development Permit
application process, as per the
official community plan. CAO Ian
Dunlop commented that this should
not have to come before council
and “we want to fix this in the OCP
review.” Councillor Van Mill made
a motion to approve the signage as

presented in the application, but was
ruled out of order, as council must
follow the process outlined in the
current OCP.
• Foreman Geoff Scott
completed his Wastewater Treatment
Certificate Level 1. The mayor will
send him a letter of congratulations
and appreciation.
• The Kootenay Lake Innovation
Centre has been renting room 106
at the Kemball Centre for about
$1,000 per month, and will start
renting room 105 at $473.20 per
month on June 1. Council agreed to
allow the group to continue using the
courtroom space at no charge until
September.
• Brought forward from in
camera were decisions about
leases with community groups,
and an invitation to the Kaslo &
District Community Forest Society
managers to attend the June 15
Committee of the Whole meeting
to provide an update.
The Kootenay Lake Historical
Society lease will remain at the same
rate ($280.50 for the year) and will
include the additional land within the
fenced area of the Moyie grounds.
A lease with Kaslo Search and
Rescue will be drafted for land
behind the Emergency Services
building for $250 per year.
A lease with the Kaslo Racquet
Club for a portion of Village land
on Arena Avenue will be drafted for
$250 per year.

Kaslo council, May 25: Public dock space to be reserved for day use

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

Abbey Manor is an ‘Independent Living Seniors
Residence’ located in Kaslo on the shores of
Kootenay Lake. There are ten rental units of
single occupancy. We are seeking applications
for future residents. To request an application,
email 1005abbey@gmail.com or phone Stafford
Brandrick 250-353-2159. Please note: you will
need a relative or a friend to act as a sponsor on
the application.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WHAT AN AMAZING OPPORTUNITY
to live your dream and own your own
business. Become the proud owner of the
Valley Voice and a quaint building on the
main street of New Denver. The newspaper
business can provide a modest living for you
and your family, and wonderful community
connections. If you are so inclined, we
would love to show you the ropes and stay
as long or as little as you need us. We have
absolutely loved our life as newspaper
people! Give us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for
a chat, or email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.
WORK YOUR DREAM JOB and be
your own boss with help from the Self
Employment program at Community
Futures! Through this program you will
receive business plan instruction and
ongoing business training and coaching
while you start your business. And if
you’re eligible you will usually also receive
financial support for the first year. To learn

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

more call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying
or expanding your own business? If so,
Community Futures offers business loans,
counseling & training; and delivers the
Self-Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

CARD OF THANKS

MANY THANKS to the participants
and musicians who came out for the New
Denver Hospice Hike. It was an amazing
success. Thanks for the smiles!

COMING EVENTS

THE CARPENTER CREEK LAST
WISHES GROUP AGM to be held
Thursday June 17 at the Gazebo in
Centennial Park at 7 pm. For more info,
call 250-358-7991.
THE FRIDAY MARKET opens on June
11 in downtown New Denver – 9:30am to
1pm. This gem of a market offers a bounty
of local produce, food products, flowers,
herbs and handmade artisan wares. Find us
on Facebook for weekly vendor updates.
Email: ndfridaymarket@gmail.com

coming events

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

CLASSIFIED ADS

NOTICE OF AGM FOR KASLO TO
SANDON RAILS TO TRAILS SOCIETY
(AKA Wagon Road): Thursday June 17,
7pm, This event will be hosted over a live
video call. All are welcome, please RSVP.
Contact Dustin East, 250-505-8159 for
more information and email dustin.east@
gmail.com and to receive the livestream
link.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.

HEALTH

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning clients
for therapeutic and relaxation treatments.
Clean, quiet, professional office located
in Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250
226-6887 shadetreemassagetherapy@
fastmail.com
YOGA WITH TYSON * ONLINE!
Chair Yoga, Restorative Yoga, Feldenkrais
classes. All ages. Info: call/text 250-551-

EDUCATION

8505, email tyson@thaitouch.ca, www.
sacredearthsomatics.com.

HELP WANTED

NEED CAREGIVER for home care in
Winlaw, 8am-12pm. Email flachmoi@
yahoo.com
SUMMER STUDENT positions available
at the Visitor Centre in New Denver.
Ideal candidates are friendly, personable,
helpful and knowledgeable about the area’s
amenities and tourist attractions. The Visitor
Centre is open from the May long weekend
to Labour Day – 7 days a week in July and
August and fewer hours in May and June.
Send resume and cover letter by June 14 to
Slocan Valley Chamber of Commerce, Box
448, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0 or email
to vic@slocanlake.com.
K O O T E N AY R E S T O R AT I V E
JUSTICE is hiring a Coordinator for a
one-year term contract. Excellent salary,
10 hours a week. Must have excellent
computer skills, communication skills.
An interest and knowledge of Restorative
Justice is beneficial and a background in
social service work is an asset. Deadline for
applications June 15, 2021. Please email
current resume, cover letter and references

Tuesday

THRU

Friday

– By Appointment –

358-7769

LOST

SHIMANO E-BIKE CHARGER lost
between Slocan & South Slocan rail trail
parking lot on Sunday May 16. If found,
please call 250-498-7974.

NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and ALANON (family) meetings can help. For
information on AA: in New Denver, 250358-7158; Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo,
250-353-9617. For NA: New Denver, 250551-4043. For AL-ANON (family): New
Denver, 250-551-6540. Please, if you can’t
get through, try another number.

Business Classifieds
start at $10.00

Call 1-833-501-1700 for details

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
• Guesthouse •

Call Shon
250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio
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to kootenayrj@gmail.com
WA N T E D : L I V E - I N C A R E
PROVIDER(S), for 32-year-old disabled
person. Please feel free to private message
me for more details about the position.
E-mail your resumes to jcwhite25@
hotmail.com and bab_360_white@hotmail.
com Full-time, part-time and on-call
positions available.

Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

Alongside Mountainberry

778.454.0180

MASSAGE

250-358-7199

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

stjautomotive@gmail.com

ACCOMODATIONS
Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues.

TUES

REAL ESTATE GIFTS
Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

Over 20 years counselling experience supporting
clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions.
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton
and Nelson. 250-777-1704
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you online—and in person.

Tammy Peitzsche®
isoldit@shaw.ca
250-365-9640
Proud to serve the
Slocan
Valley!

“Experience that Moves”

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
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NOTICES

CARPENTER CREEK LAST
WISHES SOCIETY provides
information on preplanning for death
and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-777-1974. www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-3526008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your
local emergency room for confidential care.
SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is
looking for all the things taken from the
hotel as follows: all the archive pictures
that were displayed in hallway, BA sign
orange and blue, grandfather clock, air
conditioners in all the rooms, 5 old yellow
hockey jerseys in frame with broken glass,
and numerous other things. Please return,

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

no questions asked.
SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is
looking for people who have witnessed:
heavy machinery driving on our septic
field, heavy machinery piling snow on our
septic field, slander against the hotel or hotel
owner. Please email buyriteautosales@
hotmail.com.
BIGFOOT INN would like to thank you for
coming forward with so much information
and all the supporting emails. We’re looking
forward to serving the area again one day.

PETS

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

RENTAL WANTED

SINGLE MALE 63 yrs old and well
behaved standard poodle clean and quiet,
would like to help you take care of your
property and find a home. Financially
responsible ex home owner. 40 years
carpenter, builder, project supervisor. I do
need internet to property for business. For
basic maintenance, renovations or complete
new construction and or the best tenant
you will get! Please call or text Gary @
604-354-3384.

Your ad could
be hereOpenfor
only
Thurs - Sun
$12.00 + GST

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

Just $7.50/class

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

First class is free. For more details
email: joy.lukacs8@gmail.com

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

AGRICULTURE
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Land use planning requested for our region
by Jan McMurray
A group of local citizens is calling for a
modernized land use plan for our region and
is requesting an interim moratorium on all
proposed commercial and industrial tenures
along the New Denver-Kaslo corridor.
A letter to Katrine Conroy, local
MLA and Minister of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development, from the local citizens’
group, The Wild Connection, was included
in the agenda packages of recent Kaslo and
Silverton council meetings. The letter says
that The Wild Connection formed to oppose
the Zincton All-Seasons Resort proposal.
However, the group is concerned about other
commercial recreation proposals for the Hwy
31A corridor, on top of existing industrial
activity, such as logging.
“It is inappropriate that the Zincton
proposal be considered through only the
small lens of the Mountain Resorts Branch,
rather than within the much larger and critical

scope of land use planning and management,”
the letter says. “These proposals can no
longer be reviewed individually as they are
submitted, but must be reviewed against
the backdrop of the much larger issues of
cumulative effects, wildlife habitat and
landscape level connectivity, long-term
landscape carbon storage and resilience to
climate change as well as social impacts on
existing settlements.”
The group says the government is
obligated to look at the larger context because
of its commitment to BC’s Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and
reconciliation. The group notes that the
1997 Kootenay Boundary land use plan is
outdated.
The letter says that The Wild Connection
is a broad-based “local group of citizens who
care about having healthy communities and
ecosystems now and into the future.”
The Kaslo and Silverton Village
councils received the letter for information.
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Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU
Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, Worksafe BC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?
We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Main Street, New Denver
250-358-2178

H. A. Benson Inc.

No impact exercise classes for
all ages, fitness levels, and body
types. Focusing on building muscle
strength, coordination, and flexibility. Good for the body and the mind.

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Current Hours:
Tuesday – Saturday
11 am - 4 pm
Closed Sunday &
Monday

WANTED

T H E P AV I L I O N G A R D E N
COMMITTEE is looking for donations
of new or gently used art/craft objects for
their silent auction to be held June 22-27
at the Hidden Garden Gallery. We are also
accepting donations for our annual summer
yard sale. Call Andy 250-231-6739 or Sue
250-358-7787 for more information.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
WILL PAY CASH for old Harley Indian
motorcycles, old cars, old metal signs, gas
pumps and 1960s to 1972 Ford Broncos.
Email buyriteautosales@hotmail.com

Core Fitness Classes
on Zoom

518 6th Ave • New Denver

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.
LOOKING FOR LARGE SHOP or
covered space for Rent/Lease in New
Denver/Silverton area. Prefer 14’ door and
high ceiling to fit RVs for my RV Repair
business. Alpenglow RV Services 250551-8605.

BIG DOG MUSIC

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

SERVICES

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

CLASSIFIED ADS

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358 - 6806
Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Personal Classifieds start at $8.00
Call 1-833-501-1700 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

COMMUNITY
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Planning key to managing recreation values in public forests
submitted
Managing recreation resources on
public forest land outside of parks is the
subject of a special report released by the
Forest Practices Board.
The report identified issues and
improvements needed and said better
planning is key.
“Forest recreation is important in
BC, both as a valued part of residents’

lifestyles and for the economic benefits
derived from tourism,” said Kevin
Kriese, board chair, Forest Practices
Board. “Almost 80% of BC is public
forest land outside of parks. These areas
provide significant recreation and tourism
opportunities, including hiking, hunting,
fishing, mountain biking, backcountry
skiing and more.”
The board identified three

improvements BC can make to better
manage its recreation resources: collect
better information about recreation
resources; conduct planning for recreation
resources that involves First Nations
and stakeholders; and set objectives for
specific recreation resource values to
ensure they are adequately protected from
the impacts of forestry activities.
“The Province has a new program

that will begin to modernize land use plans
in BC, in partnership with First Nations,”
Kriese said. “In addition, the Province
has committed to introduce a new forest
landscape planning process under the
Forest and Range Practices Act. These
planning processes are opportunities to
better plan for recreation resources.”
The board recognized the provincial
Recreation Sites and Trails Branch is

submitted
The BC Community Forest Association
(BCCFA) is announcing the publication of a
new guide in partnership with the Ministry of
Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development (FLNRORD) to
assist community forests in assessing the
feasibility of operating a micro sawmill.

Micro sawmills are defined as mills
that process 2,000-20,000 cubic metres
per year. Micro mills present a number
of opportunities including the creation
of more local jobs, increased value from
harvested trees, and enhanced rural economic
diversification.
To get the conversation going and

inspire forward-thinking practices amongst
BC’s community forest agreement holders,
the BCCFA created an in-depth report that
offers two case studies of community forests
operating micro sawmills, what is needed
financially and logistically to start up a
sawmill, and a list of important elements
to consider in determining if this unique

submitted
Air Canada will return to the West
Kootenay Regional Airport with flights
to and from Vancouver starting June
28, 2021.
Travellers can now book the Air
Canada Express flights, which are operated

by Jazz Aviation LP, at aircanada.com for
Monday, Thursday and Friday afternoon
travel on upgraded Dash 8-Q400 aircraft
which seats 78 passengers.
Air Canada suspended flight service
to the West Kootenay Regional Airport
on March 19, 2020 as a result of the

COVID-19 pandemic. During this time,
the airport remained open and operating
for general aviation, medical air and cargo
service, and the Southeast Fire Centre.
Central Mountain Air has provided
service to and from Vancouver since
October 1, 2020.

investment opportunity is the right fit for any
given community forest.
“A mill at the Harrop-Procter
community forest was always a part of the
initial proposal for the community forest.
It provides local employment, a decrease
in our ecological footprint, and adds a real
face to the forestry business,” says Rami
Rothkop, co-founder of the Harrop-Procter
Community Forest.
Susan Mulkey, BCCFA Manager of
Communications and Extension and lead
author of the report said, “With a steady log
supply coming from a community forest,
micro mills present a potential opportunity for
local jobs. We hope that the report will plant a
seed that can grow into a valuable local asset.”

Micro sawmills for community forests in BC

Air Canada resumes flights to and from Castlegar
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going above and beyond its mandate to
try to manage the huge public demand for
recreational opportunities. Demand has
increased significantly with BC’s growing
population and the COVID-19 pandemic
driving many to outdoor activities.
“Managing recreation sites and
trails is important, but needs to be
complemented with better planning for
recreation on the remainder of the land
base,” Kriese said.
The board wrote this report after
receiving many concerns and complaints
over the last few years about forest
recreation activities and how they are
affected by forestry activity.

Randy
Speers
Construction

Construction, timber framing and HRV
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
SOLID
PLAN

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

DRAFTING AND DESIGN

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!

S. KING, CET

For all your interior
renovation needs:

skingcivil@hotmail.com

- Complete Drywall
Services

(250) 358-7922

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....
Over 20 yrs Experience

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

WCB/Licensed/Insured

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Vik 250-505-6509
wauvikrenos@yahoo.ca

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Grow Your Own
Indoor & Outdoor Garden
Supplies, Knowledgeable Staff,
Store Hours 9am – 5pm
Monday- Saturday.
Closed Sundays and Long Weekends.

AVIS EXCAVATING
T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

Renovations and
Maintenance Made Easy!

Serving the Slocan Valley

• Excavation • Ditching
• Water Lines • Land Improvement
• Sand & Gravel Delivery

Wired by Alex

Electrical Contracting Ltd
Alex Joseph

47 years serving Ainsworth, Kaslo & north
All electrical work, micro-hydro & solar

Call Don (250)353-2563

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation

Leaf Cabinetry

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

250-358-7721

• Basic Renovations & Construction •
• Painting • Landscaping •
Hourly Rate, By Appointment Only
– Slocan Lake communities Only –
muralsbytim@gmail.com

Scarlett’s Electric

mobile

CONSTRUCTION,
LTD.
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS
p: 250-226-7849
w: avisexcavating.com
Larry Avis: lmavis@telus.net

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278
• BONDED Journeyman carpenter
• HPO Licenced Builder #42639

www.manciaconstruction.ca

CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

River Bardati
250-354-9535

COMMUNITY
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Harry P.
Perepolkin

Dec. 30, 1938 – May 8, 2021

It is with heavy hearts that we
announce the passing of Harry
Perepolkin. He is survived by his
loving wife Katie of 60 years, daughter
Donna, son Ken, grandchildren
Selena (Pedro), Katrina (Garry)
and great grandchildren Noah and
Lorenzo. He is also survived by his
sister Olga (George) as well as many
nieces and nephews.
Harry was born in New Denver
and resided in Hills his entire life. Harry had a strong work ethic. He
worked as a faller for most of his life. Harry’s passions were gardening
and tending to his meticulously cared for property. He was also an avid
hiker and forager of wild mushrooms, huckleberries and suziki. He could
often be seen with his fishing line cast in one of the local lakes, reeling in
his and Katie’s dinner. His love of fishing was passed on to his children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren.
Above everything else, his family was most important to him. He was
generous, selfless and put everyone before himself. He will be greatly
missed by everyone. A private service was held in Nakusp on May 15.
A celebration of life will be held once restrictions are lifted.

PULLIN’ CONDUIT: Brad Thiessen (left) and Aidan Nisse from Ironman Directional Drilling prepare to pull a section of conduit through an
underground shaft in front of the Crescent Valley Community Hall last Monday. The Salmon Arm-based company will spend the next two-anda-half months laying the protective piping for the fibre optic cable 1.5 metres under the Slocan Valley Rail Trail from Playmor to Slocan Village.
Another company will install the actual fibre-optic line in the conduit in the next phase of the installation.
While they’re not working on weekends, sections of the trail may be closed briefly to traffic during the week while the equipment is working.
Otherwise, trail users should obey site crew’s directions for their safety. Check on the Rail Trail’s Facebook page for updates on closures.
Work was progressing quickly on the project, with the drilling equipment nearing Slocan Park at press time. The fibre line is expected to go into
service, or ‘light up,’ in early 2023.

New Denver Hospice offers Nav-CARE home visit program
by Jan McMurray
New Denver Hospice is now
offering Nav-CARE, a program where
volunteers visit seniors regularly in
their homes with a focus on enhancing
their quality of life.
The program has been developed
over 10 years through research in rural

CORRECTION:

palliative care led by researchers from
UBC Okanagan and the University of
Alberta.
Ana Bokstrom, New Denver
Hospice administrator, reports that
eight local volunteer navigators have
been trained, and there will be more
trained as the program expands.

The image that accompanied the #BuyBasin Festival story in our last edition was provided
to us in error. The image was supposed to represent the Slocan Valley’s Raven Roast coffee
alternative business, but instead was a photo from a California business.

“Volunteers are trained to address
quality of life concerns, advocate
for clients and families, facilitate
community connections, promote
active engagement, and support virtual
navigation, “Bokstrom said.
Bokstrom learned about the
program from Erin Thompson of
Kalein Hospice in Nelson, which has
been piloting the Nav-CARE program.
“Since Nav-CARE was very
similar to our long-term palliative
companioning program, it was obvious
that the community would benefit from
it,” Bokstrom said.
New Denver Hospice began the
companioning program in the Pavilion
to support the residents who could
benefit from more social contact.
Hospice had decided to expand the
program into the community, but
then the COVID restrictions were put
in place. “That made it even clearer
how important it is to support those
individuals in the community who are
isolated and dealing with chronic or
life-limiting illness,” she said.
New Denver Hospice will receive
funding for the program for the
next eight months to pay for setup
and coordination. After that, the
organization will be looking for other
funding sources.
People interested in receiving
support from NavCARE volunteers
can contact New Denver Hospice:
250-551-6190 or admin@
newdenverhospice.ca

COMMUNITY
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Fundraiser to help double transplant patient from Kaslo area
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A couple from Meadow Creek
north of Kaslo is reaching out to
their friends and neighbours for
support in receiving life-saving
surgery.
A GoFundMe campaign has
been set up for Rachel Dugdale
and Daniel Fitzgibbon to help pay
expenses when Daniel (known as
‘Fritz’ to his friends) goes for a
double lung transplant.
“We just don’t have the funds
for me not to be working, and to be
living in Vancouver,” says Rachel.
“The Ministry of Health will help
to a certain degree, but we can’t
pay for two houses.”
Fitzgibbon’s trouble started
with a blood clot in his lungs in 2016.
It left him unable to work when the
clot spurred an advanced case
of cardio-pulmonary obstructive
disorder, then emphysema. Large
nodes that have developing on his
lungs have made the situation even
worse. It’s left him breathless and
unable to do most normal things
around the farm.
“At this point the damage is
done, there isn’t the littlest thing I
can do,” he says. “I can run around
on the lawnmower a bit, but after

an hour or so, getting back into
the house, I have to get right to the
oxygen tank.”
The couple got great news
in mid-May, when doctors in
Vancouver decided Fritz would be
a good candidate for a double lung
transplant. They’re now awaiting
word of a donor organ to arrive in
Vancouver. When that happens,
things will move quickly.
“We’re ecstatic. It’s both
exciting and scary too,” says Fritz.
“it’s a major procedure and it has
inherent risks.”
“And the transplant surgeons,
when you meet them, they give
you the worst possible scenarios,”
adds Rachel. “So that you’re
prepared for it. It’s good news and
it’s potentially one of those scary
situations.”
But the opportunity for a
second shot at living comes at a
heavy personal price. Not only
does it mean at least three to six
months of recovery after surgery,
but the couple has to move down
to Vancouver during that time to
stay close to advanced medical
care. Rachel has to provide 24/7
nursing care for her partner in that
time too, and few of her expenses
are covered.

Meadow Creek residents Daniel Fitzgibbon and Rachel Dugdale are heading to Vancouver at
some point in the next few months so Daniel can get a double lung transplant.

Second dose vaccine clinics coming soon
by Jan McMurray
Interior Health is rolling out
second doses of the COVID-19
vaccine, and ‘whole community’
clinics will once again be coming to
our small communities. People 12
years of age and older will be able
to get their second dose at the clinics.
Clinic dates for second doses in
rural and remote communities will
be published in the coming days at:
https://news.interiorhealth.ca/news/
taking-a-community-approach/

Residents can register for their
vaccine appointment at community
specific clinics by calling 1-833838-2323 between 7 am and 7 pm
seven days a week, or online (with
your Personal Health Number) at
https://gov.bc.ca/getvaccinated, or
at Service BC offices in Nakusp
and Kaslo.

Business Classifieds
start at $10.00
Call 1-833-501-1700 for details

They say it’s been frustrating
getting information on where
they’ll be able to stay or what
services they’ll be able to access
in Vancouver.
“We don’t know what they’re
setting up. We don’t have access
to the information or anyone
there, so we’re not entirely certain
what they’ll do for us, or what I’m
expected to do… and I don’t think
even they know,” says Rachel. “It’s
tough relying on the government.”
Rachel, a farmer who grows
vegetables and provides a weekly
box of fresh produce to about 30
subscribers, is going to be unable to
run her business while she’s away.
But she says her customers have
been amazingly supportive.
“I sent out an email earlier

this year that said, ‘I’m starting
a garden, but I may have to leave
in June,’” she recalls. “Almost
every one of them sent the full
payment anyway and said ‘here’s
our money, we’ll take as many
vegetables as you can supply.’”
So far, $8,930 has been raised
of the $50,000 goal in just a few
days. The couple says they’re
deeply grateful for the support
they’re receiving.
“A lot of the names of the
donors I recognize,” says Rachel.
“And I think I know they struggle
too. It’s really hard to accept
money from people I know are in
exactly the same boat I’m in. But I
don’t’ know what else to do. Here
we are.”
Right now it’s a waiting game
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– the double lung transplant could
take place anytime in the next
few months. If you would like to
support the couple, visit https://
www.gofundme.com/f/help-fritzhis-number-has-been-called.
The couple say if you can’t
help them directly, they would
appreciate people registering to
be an organ donor. It’s easy to do
online.
“There’s only one thing we
can do to pay this back, and that’s
to spread the word about the
transplant donor registry,” says
Fritz. “It’s such a simple thing in
British Columbia, and has a very
high donor level, but for a guy
like me with a rare blood type, that
could be quite a wait.
“So please register.”
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COMMUNITY

Azalea and rhododendron time at the Kohan Garden
submitted
Azaleas and rhododendrons
in the Kohan Reflection Garden

have just burst into bloom. Once
the azalea buds open, Slocan
Lake Garden Society volunteers

take down the deer fencing, let
the shrubs out of their cages (so
to speak), and allow visitors to

experience the fragrance and
beauty of the clusters of gold,
pink and orange blossoms. This
is your chance to get a free
aromatherapy session as the
azalea perfumes are released,
filling the garden pathways.
This is the season when
the garden shows off the most,
with many plants in full spring
regalia. For example, on First
Avenue, before entering the
garden, you will find two bright
pink crab apple trees. Look
up and you will see clouds of
pink blossom on the last two,
venerable, flowering cherry
trees planted by the Japanese

Canadian Women’s Association
or Funjinkai, over 60 years
ago. There is a highly fragrant
Viburnum carlesii or Korean
spice bush near the teahouse and,
always a favourite, the charming
yellow-orange pompoms of
the Kerria japonica can be
sighted behind the red-leafed
Japanese maple (Acer palmatum
‘Rubrum’), just as you come
through the entrance gate.
Preparing for glorious
bloom later in the season, the
Itoh peonies, Japanese anemones
and ornamental grasses are
flourishing in the cool wet
weather we typically experience
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in late spring. Be sure to visit
again during the summer to catch
these Kohan attractions when
they are at their best.
SLGS volunteers and
contributions from visitors
and the local community have
managed and maintained the
Kohan Garden ever since the
planting of that first Japanese
maple by Mrs. Chie Kamegaya
in 1989. New members and
helping hands are always
welcome. Entrance is free, but
donations are much appreciated.
For more information, contact
SLGS at: slugskohangarden@
gmail.com.

It’s time to smell the azaleas at the Kohan Reflection Garden in New Denver.

